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HAWAIIAN FORESTER ANIj AGRICULTURIST. 
Beginning with thisl issue, the "Hawaiian Planters' Month-
ly" will include within its covers the "Hawaiian Forester and 
Agriculturist," a monthly magazine of Forestry, Entomology 
and AgricultUl'e. edited under the direction of the Bo:ard of 
Commissioners of Ag'l'iculture and Forestl'y. ' 
The Board of Commissioners of A.griculture. and Forestry 
desired to have a publication which would be devoted entirely 
to the agricultul':ll indush'iesl of the country otllCr than sugar 
cane, and eontaining matters of interest in reference to For-
estry, Entomology and Agriculture, and the Planters' Asoocia-
tion have agreed to allow a'certain portion of this publication 
to be taken over by the Commissioners for the purposc of 
their jOUl'nal. 
The "Hawaiian Forester and Agriculturist" is iSE:011ed and 
edited entirely by the Board. of Commissioners, It will, as we 
know, be a live journal, and with the assistance of the Federal 
and Territol'ial agricultul'a I specialists,should contain a 
great deal of intel'eslting mattcr. Being edited under the d'i-
recti on of the Commi'ssiOlWl'S, it will, of course, be 'an ollicial 
publication of that body, and will keep us all informed of 
what is being done by that body. 
The Hawaiian Sugar PJ:mters' Association is ill sympathy 
with, and is di'sposed to lpnd its aid and as·;;;isi'ance to, the 
government and to the COlllmissioners of Agriculture and 
Forestry in agricultUl'aland forestry ma ttprs. \Vel'e it lIot 
for the assistanc'e given by the Planters' "\s~'<)dation and its 
members, it would be not only impracti'cable, but impossible, 
to carry out the plans of the govel'lllllentin the lines of forest 
preservation and developl1ll'nt. .'\ {.!;I'pat mnn~' of tIl(' volun-
teer foresters appointed by the government a,re slugaI' phlllta-
tioll men and managers, and their hparty eo-operation is es-' 
sential to the sucepssful ('al'l'ying out of the government's 
nlans. 
- Rubs('ribers for the "Planters' Monthly" will receive the 
"Hawaiian Forester and "\g'rieuItul'i~'.t" without: additional 
('harge. All ('OIlllllunieation~ to the "Hawaiian Planters' 
)Ionthly" should he addl'l'Ssed to the editor as usual, and COIll-
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munications to the "Forester and Agriculturist" should be 
addressed to W. Dr. Giffard. 
NOTES. 
·We are publishing' thii;) month the remainder of -Miss Co-
man's paper on labor in Hawaii. 'fhis should have been pub-' 
lished in the December number, bnt was crowded out by the 
reports presented at the annual meeting of the AssociaHon. 
"'e also publish the paper of :ilIr. William Stodart on ma-
chinery presented at the annual meeting of the Planters' As-
f·oeiation. 'nlPre m'e a number of cuts or diagrams referred 
to in this adicle, but, as they are principally blue prints and 
in color, it would be'a, matter of considerable time and delay 
to have them redmwn and put in such forlll as to enable the 
publisher to incorporate them in the article; we have there-
fore omitted the cuts in order to publish the report in this 
number. 
The list of committees appoint\~d by the president of the 
Association appea·rs. in this number. This year it is desired 
that the committees have their I'epotts in course of prepara-
tion through the year, and that a complete J'eport of each 
committee be in the hands of the Secretm'y of the Associa-
tion at least one month before the annual meeting, which will 
occur probably in November. This is a matter of importance 
and if ca'l'ried out will assist materially in intelligent discus>-
sion of such reports, 
STANDING COMMITTEES HAWAIIAN SUGAR PLANT-
ERS' ASSOCIATION FOR THE YEAR ENDING 
NOVElvIBER 30, 1904· 
1. LABOR:-E. F. Bishop. Chail'man; P. McLane, F. B. 
~Il'Stock('r. H. A. Baldwin. H. II Rpnton. 
2. CULTIVATION:-Andl'ew Adams, Chair-man; B. D. 
Baldwin. Jolm Hind. E. Madden .. Jolm A. Scott, O. B. 'Yells. 
3. FERTILIZATION :-C. F. Eekart, Chairman; D. Forbes, 
Geo. Ross. 'YIll. Stodal't. Gpo. Gibb. Aug. Ahrens. 
4. IThRIGA'rION:-'Y. ,V. Goodale. Chairman; L. Bark· 
bausen, John Sherman, F. Weber. F. Meyer. 
5. HANDLING AND 'fH.ANSPOR'rA'fION OF CANE:-
Geo. F. Renton, Chail'llwn; C. C. Kennedy, John M. Horner, 
Geo. Chalnwn:·. H. P. Faye. D. C. Linds-:1Y. . . 
6. MANFF.\CTURE:-,T. N. R. Williams, Chairman; T. C. 
Davies, G. n. Fairchild, J. '1'. Moil', Aug. Ahrens. S. K. Gjer-
drum. 
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'7. ·MACHINERY:-C. Hedeman, Chairman; Aug. Ahrens, 
IT. C. Da.vies, James Seott, \Vm. Stodart, John Hind, C. C. 
Kennedy. 
8. U'l'ILIZA'rION OF BY-l'RODUCTS:-G. H. Fairchild, 
Chairman; .James (Ebb, \Y. G. \Valker, Andrew Adams, H. 
Deacon, J. N. S. \Yillilams, '1'. C. Davies. 
n. DISEASES OF CANE:-R. C. IJ. Perkins, Chairman; 
. C. F. Eckart, G. H. Fairchild, Aug. Ahl'ens, James Gibb, H. 
A .. Ihldwin, D. Forbes . 
. 10. FORES'1'H,Y:-h A. Thurston, Chairman; 'Walter Dill-
ingham, H .. A. Baldwin, Eo E. Olding, D. Forbef,:', Oeo. Ross, 
J M. Lydgate. 
11. EXPER,UfEN'r s'r.\,'rTON:-W. l\L GHfm'd, Chair-
man; Geo. Robertson, Andrew Adams, n. A. Isenberg, J. M. 
Dowset'i. E. E. Paxton, n. 1\1. Rolph . 
12. LABOR SAYING D E"\TICES :-J. A Low, Chairman; 
F. Me~'el" J. N. S. \Yi'lliams. F. B. l\ieStoeker, A. Lidgate, T. 
S. Kny, E. K. Bnll. 
REPORT ON MACHINERY. 
BY WM. STODART. 
To the President and Members of the Hawaiian Sligar PlaHters' 
IA ssociatiol!:-
Gentlemen :--1 herewith present to yon the following re-
port on machinery: . 
In the repOl·ts on m:1<'hinery for lnOl and 1!102, yon han> 
had a f1l11 c1phtiled des('I'ipt-ion ·of all the machinery installed 
in the new modern sug'al" fadoril's PI'p!"ted on these islands 
dnJ"ing the past few yeal'f'. 
There has been little said, howeyel', about the cost of manu-
faeiul'e ,Pel' ton and the total lossps hi these modern houses', 
and it spel11s to II1P it would be wisp f(})· 11S to tOll1parp the effi-
dency and eost ·of the w())"k of lht'~'l' nl'W fadOl'ies in detail 
('onditions considered) with a vipw to dplPrmine, if possi'ble, 
til(' hes!- m:wliinpl"Y to in:-;hlll in futurp mills. :1l1d the adual 
saying whi('h has 'been H('('omplished in manufacture during 
thp paf';t fp,," )"P:11'S with our 1II0{}PI'11 maehinC'ry. • 
I a III of illP opinion 1'hn j- WP would a 11 be benefited mOl'e or 
lpf:\s if the l'PF'U1tS of milling in 0111' fadories from year to year 
('ould be iahulated in SOIlI(' forlll 01' otlIel' and presented at 
thp annual IllPPt'ing-s of thp Hawaiian Rugal' PI:mtt'rs. Spe-
cial care should 1w takell, hO'\\'(,"(,I". hy PYPI'Y (HlP intpl'Psh'd to 
report the cost of all op(>l"atiom~ and slIpp1ips ('Ol'rpdly, So that 
the figllres will be ·of recognized vallie. In order that thes(> 
~'tatisti('s should hp unifonll and continllous, it mig-ht he well 
fOl' fhp Rccl'Pi'ary of yoill' Af:\so('iation to secure and present 
this infol'ma1'ion at your anllllal meetings. 
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Ira those who are contemplating the erection of new fado-
ries this table should be of "alue ~existing conditions on each 
plantation considered), setting forth, as if doe~', the tot-al cost 
of manufacture in detail, incllllling' (i pel' cent. intel'est on the 
mill in vestment. 
The first cost of maehiner,r, ,,,it-h the necessary buildings, 
has a dil-ect bem'ing on the cost of manufacture. It would be 
wise, therefore, for us to consider if it i~, at all possible to re-
duce the fil'st ('{1st of these modern plants without reducing 
their efficiency 'in any way. The machinel'y for a 1Il0del'n su-
gar factory should bp, of (,Olll'Sl" pIa in, strong and substantial, 
of good design, compadly and conYeniently Hl'1'anged, and the 
very best obtainable, as well as being fitted with all the latest 
improved labor-saying devices. 
In my opinion, little can be sayed on machinery for future 
installations if we m'e to maintain and illllJl'Ove the efficiency 
of our factories to the highest possible standard. The build-
ings should also be subs,h1lli:ial, and a~ plain as it is l)ossible 
to ma,ke them, without any pxpl'nsiYe ()]'namentations, which, 
needless, to say, are quite useless and unnecessary. 
The general pl'acti'('e of pla('iJlg' the ('l'ystall iZl'I'SI between 
the vacuum pans and the mixl'rs to allow the massecuite to 
flow by gravity from one l'eeeptaele to the o 1:1 IP 1', is 110 doubt 
an 'ideal al'l'angemc-nt, but, in my opinion, a yel'y expensive 
one, necessitating, as it does, a yery high stl'ucture, expensive 
foundations and heavy "I" 1)(>a'll1 SUJlpOl't~" I esiilllaie that a 
saving of from ;~o to flO ppr tell L en u he effected on the fil'st 
cost of buildings for fndm'ips desiglled to turu out from lO() 
to 150 tons of l'a11' sugar pel' day, without lessening the dura-
bility 01' efficiency in any wny, by :lyoiding all kinds of useless 
ornamentations and by placing and Hl'I'allging' the (~rystalIizel's 
on the ground floor of the fa(~t:ol',v, using ('olllpressed air to 
force the nUlss{'euite anel' t]'('atIllPut- in tIl(' (:l'Ystalli7.PI's to the 
mixers above. Tllit') Rystem was ill op(,l'atioll for handling No. 
3 massecuite at the MeBl'yde Rugal' Co.'s mill d1ll'ing the man-
ufaeture of the whole of tlw 1!lO:1 (TOp. It: was found to be 
easily operated, ellieient and otherwise satisfactory. 
-UNLOADING CANE AT '[,Ill'~ ('AHHlI<:B WI'I'I! 'l'III'~ MALLON & 
BODLEY l\fACIII NE ,\'1' 'l'III'; l\[l'lmYDI~ 
SUGAH CO.'S I~A("I'O!{Y, 
This machine was instalil'd ill ,TallllaJ'v of t-his 1'('nr, and was 
in operation for f:,ix months dUl'illg thp 1I'lilliug of'the crop with 
the following results: 
The aetual ('ost of handlillg tIl(> ('aile by this llwthod ,in-
eluding cost of lIlules at M) ('Pllts PPI' (lay eadl, wpig'hing, and 
all opprations 11('('(>ssaI'Y fl'OIll :lIHl to tIll' stOl'agl' tr:leks for 
loadpd and plllp!y (':II'S, ,vas ~,fi!lt-. 1)('1' tOil of (':111(>, as :Igaillst 
4.11('. for tllP IH'('\'iollS (TOP by ol'<lill:ll'Y hand lahOl', or a savillg 
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of 35 pel' cent. over the old met11od; The average 'amount of 
cane handled pel' 24 hours was 735 1-2 tons, which is consid-
erably less t11an its actual capacity, so that a further reduction 
in t11e cost pel' ton may be expected if the machine i~· run up 
to its full capacity, 
}\fr, J, N, S, \Villiams gin's the eost of handling cane at the 
Punnene JIill with the Gregg maehines, nnder practically the 
same conditionsl as above, wt2 1-2c pel' ton. This would seem 
t11at t11e one mac11ine 11as very little advantage over the other, 
and it may be taken fOJ' g"l"nnJ-ed that they can both be op-
erated under similar conditions with about the ~mne degree 
of economy, 
\VA'L'lm DRIVEN CEN'rRIFUGALS, 
I a'll indebted to Mr. GpOl"ge \Y. Connon, chief engineer of 
the factory, for the following' d(>s('I'iption., with drawings, 
showing the OI'igillal as ",('II as the new pIau of piping in· 
stall!'d at tIl(> l\1('Bryup ~\Igar COlllpany's mill at the com-
IlJpnePIlJPnt of last ('1'0]): 
"In nea,l"ly all sngar fadOJ'il's in the::H! islands, where water-
(lI'iTen (:entrifngah'. haw' h('pn installed, they have not, with-
out sOllie ell-anges. worked sat"isl'adoJ'ily. '1'hi8 was owing to 
the centrifugal taking too long to ('Ollle up to full speed, and 
when at fnIl sp(>cd Ilt'ing too slow to dl·." a eh~U'ge quickly. 
This has not be!'ll du(' to :IllY inhl'reni: defect in the method of 
dl'iving. hnt either to POOl'i;'-desiglll'd piping (eansing exces-
::;in~ f1'idioll), 01' to inadequate plllOp powpr, giving too ~~·low a 
TJI'pssUJ'e in the pive lillt', 'l'11P first S(,:lSOIl'S work (1!)02), with 
the wai"f'l'-(li'iv(>n ceni"I'ifug'als at this fadory. was very unsatis-
fad-my. '1'11(' daily outpllt of sll~:Ir was then GO tons, and it 
I'eqnired 1(;-40 ill('h c(,lliTifugah'. to dry ihis amount, owing to 
tlw fact: of theil' 1'lInning so slowly, Before commencing this 
year"s f'rop, the :Ll'l'~\Ilgelll(>nt of the piping was changed. and 
this change made a v(,I'y great illl}H'O\'C'mC'nt ill their wOl'1;:. 
01lJ' ('('niTifugal plallt" ('OIlsists of )(j---10 ill('l1 and 2-:30 ineh 
mal'llil1C's. divil1l'd illto two haHl'rips. 011(' hati:t'ry for fil'st 
sugars. madp up of R-40 ill(,1t alld 2-;W ill(·1t !'('lIiTifngals; the 
othpl' ha aPI',\' of ~-,j.(1 iJl('h ('PlliTifllga Is is used for drying the 
low-gl'adf'sllg':Irs, Ea!'!1 sd is illdppC'll(]pnt of tIll' othel'. each 
havillg' its OWIl pll III p. '1'hl'(>p dil'pd-adiug pumps arc nsed-
two are 20xl Oxl O. :111(1 olle is lIixlOx12, The ~O-inch centrifu-
gals hnv<' a singlf' nOlllllf'. :lIId tll!' -W-iur'h lun'e douhl(> nOllllel:;, 
aHaf'he<l to a single· hl'all<'ll Oil the pl'/'ssurp mnin. 
'I'll!' original aJ'l'ang'PIII('ni" of the piping' is F.!Jown in Fig. 1. 
'I'll(> hatipl'Y of ('Pllil'ifugals rOJ' first sllg'al's is driY('n b~r one of 
tllp 20xl0xlO IllllllpS all(] thp Hixl0xe; the other 20xlOx10 
]l11l!l]1 SPI'\,(>S thl' ('pllil'ifug'als f()J' 10'" gl'adf' Hugm's. ,\Vith this 
al'l':IIlg'f'JlIf'nt. and th(' pllIllpS running' at- a piston :;:.peed of 
abont 100 feet pCI' minute, a pressure of not more than 120 
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pounds per square inch could be maintained in the pressure 
main. The IGxlOx12 pump having a steam cylinder of a mucb 
smaller area. than the other pump, would stop when the steam 
pressure went below 70 pounds per squa,re inch, putting all 
the work on the other pump. The pumps gave a good deal of 
trouble by the valves bl'ellkillg and pounding badly. 
Figure 2 shows our present! arrangement of piping. In 
making this change the pumps were not moved. It was made 
with the idea of disc<ll'ding the thl'ee pumps at some future 
time, replacing them with one pump, and putting it in the po-
sition ~Ihown in Fig. 3. This will make a much simpler and 
better arrangement of the piping. '.rhe two 20xlOxlO pumps 
are connected to the battery of centrifugals for first sugars, 
and the 16xlOx12 serves the second sugar centrifugals. This 
pump had to be connected independently ,of the other two, so 
that in the event of a fall in steam presE,ure it would continue 
to work. 
The piping is laid out in what is known as the ciI'cular feed; 
the main pressure pipe ahove the centrifngals 'is continued 
back to the delivery p~pe of the pump, thus making a complete 
circuit. This reduct'S fl'ietion and pJ'e,-ents shocks in the pipe 
linf.'. All elbowf!' and bends are mlldf.' with large radii. The 
piping of the two batteries is conneeied and yalves introducpd. 
so that, in the e\"ent of a breakdown of an~- one of the pumps, 
these valws could be opened and thus prevent the shutting 
down of any set of eentrifugals while the pump was being re-
paired. A large ail' charnlwl', with a capacity of 56 cubic feet, 
was added to prevent any fluctuation of pressure due to the 
F,tarting and stopping of several centl'ifugnls at one time. This 
nir' chamber was made fI'om a piece of 24-iuclr pipe. 'l'he rea-
son for bringing the air chamber out to thp position shown in 
the drawing was to clear the vacuum pan fiool', and it is also 
beitpr' situated for the futlll'e location of the pump. 
After this change we found no difficulty in keepin~ up a 
nr'(,l'l'llI'P ·of 200 nOllnds ncr square in('h in onr first sugar cen-
tr'iflJ~ah", and HiO pOlln'ds in 0111' centr'ifugals fOJ' second Sll-
gar·s. with thp pumps running at a piston speed of ;)0 feet ppr 
minlltp. 'Yit1l these T)J'Pssures 0111' centTifngals work quite 
well. and we find no difficulty in dr',Ying om sugnl's in a satis-
fadOJ"- mannpr. 
Thp' wnter-driwn ('pntr'ifugal would bp more efficient. and 
hettpr l'Psnlts ('ollld lw ohtair.pd in ,.hll'ting and in getting a 
g-rentpl' vploroi'ty if thr ",a tr'r' prpss\lI'e carried was in propor-
tion to tllP rlialllPtp!' .of 0](' "':ltp!' ",lweI. nnd the nrpa of the 
noz;r,lp wns pr'onol"tionprl fOJ' thf' amount' of water dplivered. 
The pJ'pssnre and <l1'f.'a of noz;dp. to gi,-p a maximum efficienc,v 
for :l giYPll set of conditions. llJar h(> found hy a simple cal-
culation. !lfost 40-inch ('pntl'ifugals on the islands lJave 20-
inch diamet{'l' water whrell'\ and the amount of water required 
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per machine is about 1 U. S. gallon per second. \Ve will use 
". this for our data. 
A Pelton water wheel, to work at its maximum efficiency, 
should revolve so that the linear velocity of the pitch-circle of 
the buckets is half the spouting 'velocity of the jet. Tbe cir-
cumference of a 20-incb wbeel is 5.235 feet, and if the required 
speed of the centrifugal is to be 1,000 revolutions per minute, 
then the linear velocity of the buekets i:;:. 5.235xl000=5235 feet 
per minute. The l'equ'ired velocity of the jet is 5235x2=10,470 
feet per minute. Reducing this to feet pel' second, we have 
174.5 as the spouting velocity of the jet. r:Dhe pressure head, 
tp give this velocity to the jet, has to equal tbe height from 
which a body would have to fall in vacuo to acquire this ve-
locity. 
To find the height or pressure head, we use the formula 
V-V 2 g. h., f!'om wlli('11 h=J-~ where V = velocity of a 
fallin.g body in feet pel' se('ond, h=height in feet, and g= 
a('cpl(,I'ation dll(' to gmvity=:12.1. 
Rub •• tituting thpse VUhH'S in the formula, we bave 
17 4.5x17 4.5 
11= =47 4.~ f{'et. 
2x32.1 
'1'0 I'pduce this to pounds per sfJl1are inch, we multiply by 
O.,J:H: 4 7 4.~x0.43'1=20r;.R poullds. This is the pressure re-
qnil'('d at the nozz;le to driv(> th(' w1l('('1 at· it's maximum em-
('j(>D('.\'. No allowanCe> has lw(>n made for loss by friction in 
the pipe Jillf'. ThiH loss will denend on i-he f',ize and design of 
the piping. In poorly deRigned piping it may exceed 50 per 
(·c·nt_ 
lIt 01le sngar faetOl'Y 'in the islands a pI"eRSIJI'e of 22!1 pounds 
]1PI' ;~qllflre inrh iR 11f'ing uRed. and is gidng ve!'y good results·, 
1'1IP 8iu' of thl' nozz1(' may hf' found by llf;ing the formula 
fl=a v. from whidl H=,:. ,'\'l1(>n a=area of nozzle in 
:,OllaJ'p in(·lIps. q= ouantity of watpI' PPI' f;p(·ond. and v = 
':(·1m·ij·y of jPt ill iJwllPf; lIP1' f;P(·01Hl. 
;\ sSlllllillg 1 gallon. 01' 2~1 ('Ilhic' inehcf; of ",a1'PI'. iF' l'ef]uired 
'10 (ll'in' OTl" (·Plltl'ifll!!al. WP f(lllllc1 thp vel or-it\" at the nozzle 
In hI' 174.'1 fppt· PPI' s~(,(lTI(1. this will ha\"e to he mnltipljpd by 
12 to I'Pill1(,p tlw \"plorit\" to in(·hes. 
'~l1hstitutillg thesp Y;lh1(>s in tIw formula. "'p have a = 
231 
174,!'ix12 
=0.01103 SOllm'p in(·lwR. 01' ~-R (lianwtf'l'. 
1'hp l)(>~d Dllmn fnT' this sPl'yirp wo1l1i1 1)(' a onn1px ontsioe 
hU'];-Nl n1lJll!!PI' fly w11Pp1 nl1lnn. of ('omnad <1pf;ign. fittf'd with 
'·''1t·/l1l y:lln's nll(l hyrlT'nn1i(' !!O\"Pl"llOl'. sOJ1l('what f;imi1m' to tllP 
!'.tp!"j· j\"1)(, of fly ",11('P1 \"HCllll11l n11111nR. ;\n pnginp of thiR 
(,,'Pf' URE'R Rt€'am E'XpallRiv('ly, nnd will require about 30 pounds 
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of steam per 'indicated horse power per hour, while a direct 
acting pump useE' from 100 to 150 pounds of steam per indicat-
ed horse power per haul'. In factories where the low-grade su-
gars stand during the off season, and are dried before com-
mencing milling, the saving in the Coost of fuel, by tIle use of a 
fly wheel, instead of a direct aeting pump, would soon repay 
the extra outlay. 
A Nh d AUTOMATIC UENTRIPUGAL INVENTED BY MESSRS. W. 
G. HALL AND W. A. RAMSAY, HONOLULU. 
This was fully deE'cribed recently in the Scientific American, 
from which we quote in full: 
"The new type of separator for sugars and other substances 
offers the advantage of permitting the material to he contin-
uously fed and distributed while the parts are rotating at high 
speed, thus obviating the neces!'.ity of stopping the machine 
to place the material thel'ein, and saving the time and power 
incidental thereto. The machine provides fol' the thorough 
separation and isolation of the liquid from solid matters, and 
for forcing the latter positively down through the separatol'. 
It compl'ises a drum rotated at high speed, within which a 
number of treatment cylinders are mounted, which have a 
~,Iow, rotarv movement ~n their axes. In OUI' illustration the 
drum may be seen in secti-oll at 1, rel'ealing the tl'eatment cyl-
indeI's at 2, mounted therein. Th(, intel'ior of tlw dl'um is pro-
yided with a number ofpla1es 01' wehs, two of whieh are se-
ellred to the shaft 3. T'he treatment (,ylinders are held loose-
ly in openings in these w(>hs, heing sllpjJorted by flanges a t the 
top. RacewaYE,4 are formed along the edges of the weh ow· 
ings to receive rollers 01' halls. whieh heal' against traek bands 
on the cvlinders and seI'VP to diminsh the fric·non when the 
cylinders are in motion. 'l'he ~;,heet-Illetal walls of the eylin-
del'S han' a largc numheI' of JlPrforarions. thI'ough whieh the 
liquid is thrown by tlIP cpntdfug-al enpI'fU' developed in the 
I'apidly-rotating mateI'ial. tllP solid mattcI' being I'etained by 
the:' wire-~'creen lining of illf' c'ylindf'r. Ear·h cylinde:'I' is pl'O-
vided with a fpeder ('onsiRting of a bI'ond stI'ip of lllPtal bent 
in thp form of n helix. aR shown at 5. In oppI':ltion thp drum 
is driYen at a high Tate of spepd hy any suitable motor aeting 
on the shaft ~. and the mateI'ial iR fpd into the cylinderR by 
rf'ntI'ifug-al aetion from a hopppr 6, Owing to thp high Rn"prl 
of rotation of thp (huIll. th(· maj-PI'iaJ in pach cylindpr will hug 
that part of the eireumfprPTH'p whieh iR fUl'the~t I'Pll1ovpd from 
the center. the lifluid pad paR!',ing out through the pf'l'fora-
tibns. Bya systpm of gp:ll'ing thp eylindprs are madp to rotatp 
slowly on tlIPir axeR, so that thp Rpiral fef'derR fOI'CP the Rolid 
matter downward unlil it pa£·ses into the stationary recep-
tacle 7. 
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'l'he liquid, in the meantime l's entirely dra:ined out, and 
passing through perforations in the drum; is caugbt in a 
trougb rut the bottom of the stationary casing 8, whence it 
flows out through the discbarge pipe. The gearing.wbi'cb pro-
vides for the independent rotation of the cylinders comprises 
the bevel gears 9 and spur gears 10, mounted to revolve with 
the drum: 1. 'These gear's are caused to rotate On their own 
axes by means of worm gears meshing with the stationary 
screw or worm 11. The gears 10 engage an independent gear 
ring 12, whi'eh meshes with the gear on tbe bottom of each 
cylinder. It is evident that by this. system of differential gear-
ing the cylinders are madp to slowly rotate while revolving 
about the common axis of the drum. The universal joint 13 
on a stationary shaft provides for any irregularity of rota.tion 
or oscillation of the gear casting 14, which is rigidly secured 
to the drum, and yet has bearing on the stationary shaft of 
the war!!!. 
Thisl maehine was testf'd by the inventol's at the works of 
Messrs. Catton, Neill & Co., Honolulu, wiill vel'y satisfactory 
results. 
" 
,In I'pply to a special Ipttel' rp milling, etc., in Fiji and Aus-
tralia, as eompal'pd wHh Hawaiian methods, MI'. James Steel, 
chipf engiIlef'1' of the pumping stations at "Waialua, who has 
had mallY years.' f'xperiellep as a sugar engineer in those coun-
trips, writes as follows: 
"Perhaps the most stTiking differenee between the mill prac-
tiee whieh I han~ been a('('ustomed to in Fiji and Australia, 
and that Ill'pyailillg at the best mills I have seen llere, is in 
the trpatment whieh the bagassp reeeives. in passing from one 
set of rollers to the other. 
"Hpre but little importancp is attached to the diffusion of 
the juice in the bagasse. It is I'oughl~' drenched with water-
ll1OJ'P OJ' less hot. but in olle instan('e purposely kept cold-
UpOIl leaying ,one spt of 1'011 (>I'S, and rapidly conveyed to the 
next ~·pt, th(> tim(> bpt:wppn lpaying onp set and entering the 
next generally not ex('eeding one and one-half minutes. Under 
these cirenmstanees th(> Ipast possible amount of diffusion 
takes plac(> in tllP bagasHf', and for the extrac-tion of the juice 
the 8heel' fol'(,(> of t11(> grinding is deppnded on, and nothing 
else. 
"Now in Anstralia and Fiji. tlIP praetiee in the bes.t"facto-
ries is radieally ditTprent. Instead of the mills being set close 
toge11I(>I' with tllp HlIortl'st of cOll\'pyors between tlWllI, and all 
gear(>d to 011(> pngin(>. tIl(> mills al'(> spt with long distancps be· 
tween them, and <':lell is dl'iY(>n hy a separate engine. Long, 
capacious eOlly<,yors extcud from olle set to the other, in which 
the bagasse is conveyed very slowly through a bath of boiling 
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water-or, preferably, of the weak juice, a~ expressed by tllP 
last set of rollers. In this way the bagasse is immersed in a 
hot bath for a period of from ten to twelve minutes between 
one gJ"inding and the next. During this period a ver'y material 
diffusion takes place between the juice in the cells of the ba· 
gal';se and the water with which it is. saturated. The value of 
thh; adion will b(' evident when I mention that with a shred· 
del', two :~·rollpr mills and a diffusion carrier, it is quite usual 
to ohtain a higher extraction than is obtained here with a 
!)·rollel' mill and preliminal'Y crusher. 
'rhis suppl'ior extraction is due mainly to the diffusion of the 
bagasi"lf'. Thai- thel'p is a great deal to be gained under any 
cirenmstan('ps b.'" the diffusion of the bagasse, the falla-wing 
considerations will show: 
If yon refer to your laboratory records and compare the per 
cent. of sugar in the bagasse, leaving yOUI' last set of rollers 
with that in th(> juicc which was expressed from it :vou will 
find that .th(>l'c is not yery mueh difference. That is to say, 
suppose the bagasse ('ontained 4 per cent. -of ~mgaJ'. Hw n('l' 
c(>nt. ofsngal' in the juie(> expressed may range from ~.75 to 
4.5 pel' ('cnt. tAt til'st sight this may appefll' satisf:lf'toy'y, hp-
canse Hl(' jnice (>xprpsspd contain!" as mu(~h sugar as th(> ha-
gassp,and it may app(>ar that more sugal' c.onld not be (>x-
irnded without mOl'e wat(>l'. nut let lIS look at t11e PP1' cpnL 
of wah'r in -the bagasse, which contained, say, 45 pel' cent. 
Now tIl(' hag-nss!' contained 4 pel' cent, sugal', bnt it is certain 
that all of this w:u', in solution in the M; per ('pnt. of watpI' 
w11ieh it contained. T11e water, then, ",11i('h was I(>fi in tIle 
4XIOO 
hag-asse contained --- =8.88 PPI' (·pnt. of sug-nl', while 
45 
tlwt pXPI'pssl'd contained only R75 to 4.5 11('1' c('nt. It is evi-
dpnt Hlat tl](' onl,," wn~" to get at tIlis sligar Ipfi in t11p ha!!':1sse 
is hy diffllsion. If time cOIlIc} be nllowpd fol' ('omnlpi-p (liffu-
sion to takp plncp 1)(>twppn the wat(,I' of mncPI'ntion and t11e 
juice in t1JC' ('pilI'" of the bagasse, tllPJ] thp watpI' Ipft ill thp hn-
!!IlSSP 'Woul{l ('ontain t11p sanw pel' ('Pllt. of SIl!!'aJ' ns that ex-
111·psspd. RllnnoSp i-hp juicp pxpr'pssC'cl ('ontained ;; pel' cpnt. of 
sligar and thp hngassC' 4;) TlPI' cpnt. of 'Wntel', ilH'1l th(> sugal' 
5X4!) 
lefj- in it wOllld bp only -00- =~.2;) pC'1' ('pnt .. 01' 1.7;) Ips!'> 
]00 
1han ,dlllonj- thp difTm',ion tl'pn1-11I('nl_ Of ('OIlI'SP i1!i>: nlrlll'P 
is 1101- ohl;]illp(l ill ad-nal jll'af'iic(>. hut a f:li,' :JTlp,'oximnj-jon 
townnls it is Jll~dp. 
'I'llI' sn:tplll in 11"" :11- ~nm(> of I'll" mill>: 11""" of ll~in" 1-11 .. 
in;('" r"(l111 11](' ild,'(l "nl' nf !'nll .. ,·", fo" 11l'I('P1'"lioll h.-·hil1(l tll() 
fjl'>:t !,,(d- i" flTI {,,(,,-.llpni nnn 11- nl;0'111 h .. ill'n"o"(>(l unnn. hnn'-
('Y('I'. In.\ ustralin and Fi.ii. in"tead of ta1dng tIle whole juice 
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from the last set of rollers, a high trough is fixed in front of 
the las,t mill, and the juiee expressed by the first rough squeeze 
of the roller's is caught by it and returned for maceration. 
This is of a lower dem:My than the average of the whole juice 
(·xpressed, and so is more etlicient for maceration purposes. 
1'here is an advant!lge which the system of having a sepa· 
rate engine for each set of rollers has over that of driving 
with one engine, and that iii), that the speed ,of each set can be 
separately regulated. Against this it is claimed that the 
hydraulic gem' compensates for all variations in the amount of 
feed; but it should not be lost sight of that the time during 
whi!'h the bagasse is under pr'essure iE' a most important fac· 
tor in determining the degree of extraction. Here it is the 
general pmdi('e, when all three sets of rollers are geared to 
one engine, to have eaeh set of rollers geared to run slightly 
fm·,tel' than the pl'eeeding one. this being done to insure that 
the s('('OlJd and tlliI-d mills may keep tIcal' with their feed. In 
A nstnllia nnrl Fiji tlle s(,(,Oll!l nnd third mills nlways run mm'e 
slowly OW11 tlIP fil'st-. They are flitted with fOl'ee feedel's, 
wltic·lt n('t with gl'pnt pffif'ien('y. so that the only limit to the 
mnonni: that (':1Il hp Illlt j'hronglI at a given speed is the power 
of th(> PIlI.dlIP jo ill'ivp it. H, is a (,Olll'mon thing to see the 
mills pull np with tlle llea,,), fepd. Indeed, unJe::'s the mills 
flnll 11f1 n f('w tilllf's pP.('11 day, thpv aJ'P 110t ('onsidPl'ed to be 
(loin~ thc'i!' hpst wol'l;:. TIl(' (:Il~'ill(:S hl·illg fittf'd :with link-re-
Yel'sing gf';lJ', tllPI'P is no il'onhle ill handling t]Wl11 wl1<'n tl1ey 
do !m]! 11!). 
RI",!!':ll'(liJlg' thp iT(>fttmeni: of tlIp jlli('p, tl1('I'P iR but little to 
be snid by wny of (>olllpm'ison, the treatment lwillg' aceol'ding 
to ~taJ1d:lI'd Illdllocls in hoth instance::,. 
Th('rp is nil illtpl'psj'ing' f(>fttllJ'(' of tllp work of the pY:lpora-
tors ill "\ IIstrnP:)1l mills whiC'h Illnv hp meni"ion('d, and that is 
tl1ftf' whpl'p fpwdl'llplp 01' qllilltll]il'(, PYnpoJ':lt()J's an' IIsed, thp 
til'si' ypsspl is ,,'ol'];:l'cl 1I1ldPI' n JII'C'F('ml'e of frolll ~ to -! p011nds 
to tJI(, sqll:lI'c' illl'h, Hllll from nlis, Iwsiclr·s slIlIplyin!! Rtpam to 
ihp I'Pst of thl' fTHin nf \'('ssl'ls, S/c':1'Jll j;-, also dl':lWIl for O"I'Il(>r:lI 
IIP:lting plJJ'pos(>~, Sill'll as hc'aiing th(, 1l1:1l'Pl'atioll ",n;:;'I' :Ind 
hnills of clifTllsiol! ('anips, fOlll jn'('p going to J)J'pss filterR and 
ih!' nJ'l'lillli1J:IJ·.'- hl'atl'n" 1'01' thr' jllil'p l)('fol'l' ('laJ'ifieatioll. It 
is also hpC'Olllillg thc' jll'adiC'(' fn disp(>llR" with the lIsllnl stc>am 
trnps 1'01' thp ('OIHl!'IISl'd wajrT from' tl\(.' p"apm'atm's, tl1('ir 
pla('(' Iwing- tnkl'll hy a I'(,C'("I'('I', fl'OIll wld('h tl1(' water is 
fllJmlWrl diJ'('('f' h:l!'k f() tllp hoill'l'S, wijhout P\'(,I' Iwing l'pleaRPd 
f!'Olll tlIp PI'(>SSlII'l' lI)1cll'l' whic'h it is C'olldeIlF'''c1. ill just th(' 
san1P ,,'ay ns w(' do wif'h the> (,OJI(]PlIspd water fl'om the stpnm 
jad;:('fs of thp ('Jl!!'i)lPS :11' nil' hpsf plIlIlping stnt-iolls hpl'p. 
R('!!:Ji'cling 111(> fill:11 cli'yillg' of thp sligar he>fore Tlac];:ing, in-
stead of usillg the air driers ivhich are coming into use here, 
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a system of E.teaming the sugar while in the centl'ifugals is in 
vogue. 'rhls has the adnmtage over the air·drying process, in 
that, besides dl'ying the sugaJ', it cleans and purifies it, and 
tbat the volume ,of the sngal' fol' a gh'en weight is not in· 
<"reased as in tlw t'a~·e of the air·drying p1'o<:es8. 
It is intercsting to note that, while here the sand filter is 
corning into use for the final deal'ing of the juice before con· 
centration, in Australia and Fiji bagasse filters are used for 
this purpose. 'l'he bagmme used is just as it is delivered from 
the last set of rollers. and when it is i'e'lllovcd from the filters., 
it is passed th1'ough the rollers again. The filtel's usually con: 
sit,·t of squl\ru tankR, with suitable ~1l"rangements fol' charging 
and removing the bagasse. The .illiee enters at the bottom 
and I'ising through the lJagasSl'. OYl'l'fiows at the top. I must 
sa~', howe\"('I', that having E'·:'en both systems at ,,~ork, the sand 
filters appeal' to Ill(' to lw 11l'l'fprable. 
CLARIFICATION 1LHTIINEHY A'r TIl\<: i\[<-Tl\{Ynl~ SuGAR CO, 'S 
, MILL: DESCInBlNG lTS Ol'EHATIO:'\, 
'The systelll of elarifkation at this mill is quite a reyolution 
fI'OIll tl{e oWe}' lllPtho!ls, and is U('('01l11l1ishud a t the rollcrs 
during the ex1Tadioll of the jui('c, 'l'he machinery consists 
of tbe usual 1illle·~·.lad:ing- "ats, a lllixl'r 1i.1tl'!l winl stiITers, a 
ell'('ulating pumjl. lines of 4·i11('h pilling- to the mills and baek 
to the mixer. dish'ihn[ illg' 1}'ough ;\('l'()~~ till' (';uTi(,j' hpllind the 
fil'St mill, with 1h(' n('('p;;;;:1l'." yahps aJlel Jilting',;. a sullJ1InJ"izeI' 
and jl1i(:e heat('l', ('il'('ula1' llpf('('at'ing 1allks fittl'd with copper 
coils, thp m·.nal stol'ag-<' a1l<1 liming- tankH f()J" til(' S('U1I1S and 
mud, with fiap)' Pl'PHHl'R. }JUlIlpS, etc'. 
I am iI\(1pht('d to MI' .• Tames ,y, Donald, the chemist and 
llPad sug:u'·hoil(,l' of 11\l' fadol'.". "'ho 1IaH had 1wo yeal's' ex· 
perielll'P 'with this l'lal'i1i('ation Hystl'lIl, fol' nIP following in· 
tel'Psting dl'io"I'l'i]ltion of tl\l' ,,,ol'king of tlliH m:1("hinery, 
Tll(' O!)(,I'H 110n iH 11.'<; followR: 
The lime is sla('kpd and i111111l'dia(pl." made up with water 
until th(' thi('k milk of limp ('ontains ~ jllllllHlH of limp 1)(']' gal. 
Ion (ahout 24 d('g, UPll11l1H"), allel tid;; is the sto("k mixtnJ'(' 
from whidl iH jI(>l'paI'pd tIl(> \'Pl'." eliln1p "l\Iilk" 11s('d 01\ thp 
cane, T1H' mix(']" is fill(,,:1 to 1'11(' working' hl'ight ,yith water, 
and the p·ti}Tl'}' sp( in 1\Iotion, 'I'h(' limp mixtun' is tllf'n pourf'd 
into it: unl il tll(> l\Iill, of limp. tllus jlro(lu('p(l; just hpgins tp. 
gin' a r('ading on nil' H(>au1l1(' 1'Vill(I1(>, '['II(' ('in'ulating pumjl 
)s now 81a}'I('(1. 111(> \\'a1p)' ojl(,1l('(1 HO t hat " Sl('aely H~l'(,:I1n 
flows i}lln til!' mix('}". tll(> a1t('}l(lallt adds 81\1;111 lIo1'ii01l8 d ('::(' 
strong lilll!' 1IIixlul'(' at ~'.h()J"1' int('}'\'alH, tll(' yahp at· the dis· 
trihutillg pip(' is o])('lIl'd as mtu,h as ]"Pllni]"('(l, awl th(' wlll\l(> 
:111]>arat1ls iH th(>1\ ill op('}'atioll. V('j'Y cliln(p milk of lilJW is 
thus seaitl'rl'!l Oil the bagasse as SOO1\ as till' lath'I" le:1n~s the 
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\ fir~'t mill, and it takes the jJlace of the usual first mill macera-
'I tion water, whose function it also jJerfol"ms. 'Vater is sIH'ayed 
\ on tile second mill uag-asse as usual. 'i'he juices which are 
I expressed at the seeonU and third mills are hea,oily overlillled, 
\ but tlley meet and llllX at tlw s,trainer with the first mill juice, 
which is tIle normal cane juice, and the quantity of lime ajJ· 
plied is so regulated that the mixer juice fiowing into the re-
ceiving tank is slightly alkaline. An attendant is posteu there, 
anu lllakes continual tests of the reaction of the mill juice, 
increasing' 01' decreasing the amount of lime as the test indi-
~:ates. 1'11i~, adjust.mcnt is effcctcd in eithl'r of two ways. The 
valve at the first mill spmyer may be openeu or closed a little, 
thus altering tile volllIlle of lime water applieu, or the quan-
tity of lillle lllixtlHe l'un in to the mixer may ue manipulated 
so as to ghoe a lime water of the IJl'ojJer stl'ength. 1'he latter 
is the method followed here, so as to avoid cuntinual alter-
, ation of the degree of lllaceration. 
From the l'eeei dug tank the juke is pumped to the top of 
a suljJhur-tower, down whieh it 110ws iu a zigzag fashion o,oer 
a s-el'ies of shelves, 'und em:ouuters suljJhurous add fumes 
tl'aveling up the towel' froll1 a lJUl"Iler uelleath. It is taken by 
a pump fwm the uOttOlll of the sulphur-towel' and sent througa 
a juice heater (where it is heated to 1!)() ueg. 01' :!UU deg. }1'.) 
to the uefeeaiing tanks. In nruimny \v 0 1'1\. the suljJhur-towel' 
is lIot lIsl'd, and the juke is IJlllllIJed diloedly [rom the receiv-
ing tank to the refeeatol's; lJUt when grinding CaIW of pOOl' 
quality, the juit:e is OVerlillll'd and then sulphured, the sul-
phurous :tl'id nenlTalizing the exeess, of lime, uesides etfeding 
an additional elaritie:ttion aud illlJll'O,oiug the COIOI' of the 
juiee. In the def(~('atiug tanks the juiee is urought to the 
jJrOIJel' telllIJl'rature aud allowed to sl'tiJe, wlIeu the clear 
juice is dra wu otT dired to the ('yapor<ltors 'and the seUlllS to 
the filter presses. 
The work of the filter presses iJeillg ~'J intimately connected 
with the darifkation. will be described here. 'l'he Illud is 
heated, limed, and pu{uped into the presses in the usual man-
Iler, but without allY dilution other than that necessary in 
washing out the defecatol's. No press if,) shut off until it is as 
full :~s it can possibly be and the juke has llractieally Rtopped 
rUllnlllg'. ,Yhell this point is reaehed the supply is shut off, 
and hot water (condensed water from the cYaporatol's,) is 
forced througii the cake. The water passes through yelT slow-
ly at lirst, bnt it gradually ruus faster until quite a sh'cam 
comes from the eod:s. In the rceeiYing hooughs m'e two 
plugs, (lIle' slopping a pip(' whieh got's to the (,Y:lporatol':-;', and 
thp otl1Pl' sl'o)lpillg' a pi]lp whi(:h gill'S j"o I-he lilllc-"oater mixer. 
'rlIl' lin,j" is 1<,1'1 Op<'ll dlll'ing fhp filtel'ing' of the lllud and dur· 
in I he p:lloly pari of the washillg. hul Wilt'll I IIl' <1('Il~ii'y of the 
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washing has gone down to Reaume 1 deg. or less (cold), it is 
replaced and the other plug withdrawn. 'l'he wm:oh wuter is 
thus conducted to the liming apparatus, and this is the water 
which is used in the liming opemtion at the finn mill. 'fhe 
juice between the l'articlesof mudcake is driven out by the hot 
water in a very short time, half an hour being sufficient to 
bl'ing the washings down to 1 deg. Reaume, so that there is 
very little dilution of the juice and very little extI'a W01'1\: f01" 
the evaporator~'. But the last traces of sligar within the pal" 
ticles of mudcake cling to them very persistently, and it is in· 
deed impossible in practice to completel,r free the cake fro111 
sugar. The washing is therefore continued as long as the 
capacity of the filter press room and the l'equirt'ments of tlle 
liming raoUl will allow, and that is hveh-e hours in this factory 
for eaeh press. Aftel' the twelve hOllrs' washing, the mud· 
cake is subjected to three hOUl'S' steaming in tIll' press, the 
small quantity of washings from this opemtioll lwing al~,o 
taken to the lime mixer; the press is then opelled np and the 
cake dropped. Our mudcake comes fl'om the IH'esses in good, 
firm slabs (frequently as hard as' wood), and contains on an 
average 2.75 pel' cent. of sugar, with a minimulll of 1 per cent, 
and a maximum of 3 1·2 pel' cent. 'fhe val'iation of between 1 
and 3 1·2 per cent. depends upon the amount of maceration 
water required, and with a continual high lltaeemtion the 
a \'erage will more neady approaeh the lowel' figllrc. 
For the clm'ific-ation and filtel'ation of 0111' juice there are 
seven men in all employed on eaeh shift, two at the liming 
apparatus (.of whom the head man has ]J1'obably the most im· 
portant "Work in the factory), two at the defee,htOl's, and three 
at the 1ilter presses, who perform all of the work in their de· 
pm'tlllent, induding the cleaning of the ('loth and the ehanging 
of the llludcars, 
'fhe superiOl'ity of the dm'ifieaiioll mel-hod in use hel'e oyer 
the -older methods is shown ill the following improyed results: 
Fermelltation is :1I'rested almost at the moment the cane en· 
tel'S the mill. A better control of the tempering' obtains, and 
a juice of unil'ol'lll alkalinity is :;,,['nt into the boiling house. 
Frequent checks and changing of weights and ll)('aSllrps by 
the skilled overseer al'e l'endel'ed ulllll'cessary. as all intelligent 
JapallPse. afj-PI' a mOl1th or two of eXlleril>lw(', {':tn 1:l'lliper t11p 
juiee bctipr than the O\'erseel' ('ould. '1'his is :111 i llll)Jpnsel .. 
irnpol'hl1lt point in a mill whil'h i~, gl'inding eane frolll s('vPl'al 
different fields at the same time, and where no tL~n ears are 
alike. "\s a matter of fad, the qllality of the j Ili{~" is .;ontin· 
ually changing, ('\"('11 from the same field. and a l"yf:,U~rn of 
liming like this onp. ",hid\ (':In Ill' r<'gllla1t'd (0 CII'I'P('r a sin· 
gIl' eai' of cane and dt'lin'l' to tllP hoiling house a lI11ifot'JlIly 
tempered juice which searcely "aries from l\Ionday IIlcrnil1g 
/ 
! 
I 
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to l::lalUl'Uay llIgin, 18 a 1l00ll. ~vell in C«8e:;' of dcLi • .1l:ut ,til' 
'carelessness, the juice can still be corrected at the aefecatol'8 
hefol'e it reaches "cracking" point-a proceeding which is not 
p088ible w.I.Iere a 8uver-1I.eacer is U8eU. '1'1I.e 8e1:tllug or tHe lllUo. 
is very rapid. '1'he juice arrives at-~he defecatol'~ elt a telil-
perature a few degrees below that of defecation one minute 
after the tank is full, clarification is complete, 'in 5 to 10 min-
u.tes 'lnore settling is complete, and the clear juice i::> !Jeing run 
off to the evaporator supply tank. Of thin juice there i8 never 
more in the house at one time than 5,UUU U. S. gallons, and 
this inc} udes unfiltered mud and every IJl'oce8s before evapora-
tion. Thirty minutes after the mills finish grinding the clari-
fiers are empty; in fifteen minutes more all the mud is cleaned 
up, and thirty to E,ixty minutes later thel'e is no sugar liquor 
in the factory thinner than syrup of Reaume 27 deg. 
'fhe quantity of mud pel' ton of cane is small, being about 
45 pel' cent. less than the average of other mills, and it is ow-
ing to this fact that we can devote fifteen hours 01' lllore to the 
de-sugal'izing of each press full of cake. The economy of the 
system of prolonged washing iE' evident. Besides saving what 
tl'aces of entrainment sugar may be in the 'rater, the loss in 
mudeuke is I'educed to an almost negligible quantity, and 
these results are reached without employing any extra labor, 
and with very little extra work for the evaporators. 
The explanation of these facts iE' very l'USY to trace. By 
the hot liming of the bagasse a partial plll'ifkation of the juice 
still to be expI'essed takes place within the cells of the calle. 
Those cells act as filters, and retain the impurities in a man-
ner identical with that of the dUfusion process. Unlike the 
diffusion process, however, a large proportion of the juice is 
extracted before the lime is applied, and ill addition to this 
the cane cells are ruptured more or less completely, and a 
quantity of finely divided solid matter is carried away by the 
JUIce. \yith a milling plant, therefore, we cannot do away 
with the mudcake entirelY. But with a "crusher" and re-
aoso1'ption of the juice lWfore the cane enters the firs,t mill, 
the liming eould be so al'l'unged that the "mud" would practi-
eally consist of llothing but finply dh-ided bagasse, sand and 
soiL ' 
In regard to the sPitling of the mud. it' will be noticed that 
t hl' hot j H i('('s "'h il'l\ ('0111(> fl'om su}wr-IH'ah'rs ma];:p 110 fO:1 m 
(01' S('HIll) in ilw settling tanl;:E'; the feculant matters settle to 
the bottoJll, lellYing the cleal' liquor on top. 'rIll' 1'('asoll for 
this is that tIl(> ail' and other gasps which WNt' dissolYed in 
the jui('e haye bcpn expelled at the high temperature ('xist'ing 
ill the SUPl'I'-heatel'. alld the mud has to dppelld Oil it's own 
supel'iOl' density to get ('leal' of tIll' li'lIlid. 'Kow. tIl(' ~-,p('('ifi(~ 
g'radty of the mud as it exists in the juice is about 1.176 
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water=l), while that of the juice itself is 1.060 to 1.070, and 
where there is such a small ditIerenee the subsiding of the mud 
is necess.arily slow, more espeeially whl'n it is ill a very fine 
state. On the other hand, in the method described above, the 
temperature in 'the juice' heater is kept neal' to the boiling 
point of the juice, so as to economize time and steam at the 
clarifiers, but far enough below it to avoid the possibility of 
premature boiling. In this way the hot juice arrives at the 
defecating tanks with all its original gas·es in solution, and 
when a tank is full, boiler steam is turned into the coils and 
completes the operation in a minute. '1'he tiny ail' bubbles 
rise from every part of the liquor and cany with them to the 
surface all the suspended impurities. '1'11e "settling" is thus 
almost instantaneous, and only a few more minutes m'e l'e-
quired to allow soil 'and grit to subside. As already pointed 
out, a very large proportion of the albuminous matterE' of the 
cane do not enter the boiling house at all, and that is another 
important factor in the rapidity of l'larification and also in the 
satisfactory washing of the presscake. 
EVAPORATORS. 
The exaporators installed in the l\feBryde faetor}, supply 
most of the conditions necesmry for eflicient WOl'1;:. Thus, in 
addition to steam pressure and reguladty of steam supply, the 
following are important factol's in good evaporatol' work: 
1. '.rhe resistance offered by the heating s,ul'face to the trans-
mission of heat should be small. 
2. The depth of juiee in the vessel should be as slllall as 
!,)ossible. 
3. The surface of the liquid from which the vapors. escape 
should be large. 
4. The vapor pipes to the heating drulll of the next vessel 
or to the condenser can scarcely be too lm'ge, and should be 
as short and direct as possible. 
5. The heat should be distributed equally over the whole 
hea ting s·Ul'face. 
(i. 'rhe circulation should be good. 
7. The condenRer and vaeUUlll pllIllp SllOUld be of sullicient 
eapaeity and of good design. 
To satisfy the fit'st condition the tuIll's should be of copper, 
nnd as light as is eonsistl'nt with d\ll'ability; an exees.sive, 
alllount of oil in the steam must be a \'oided j IllpanH lIl\lE.t be 
IH'oyided for the rapid withdrawal of ,,,atel· of condensation, 
ail' and gases from the ealaudl'iaj sealp iH:Ill ('n'l" JJl'PRPut (and 
seemingly unayoidable) (>yil. This anel tll('oth('l' (·onditions 
wlli('b :1l'e now :H'('pptpd by lI\ost, Pllgill(,(>I'S :11'(' IlIPt in a multi-
tude of ditIel'ent ways, as seen in the many tlill'pl'l'nt designs 
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of evapOl'ators. "Efficiency" of the heating surface, however, 
does not necessarily mean economy-except in first cost. Mul-
tiplieity and ('.omplication of parts, large entrainment, liability 
to scaling and difficulty in cleaning, with the consequent large 
aecoullts for repairs and attendance, are sometimes the price 
pLid for efficiency. In chom:.ing evaporators, therefore, it is 
advisable to consider whether economy in the investment 
(which is all that "efficiency" amounts to) or economy in the 
wOJ'kin g expense will give the best returns; where both are 
combined we haye, of COUl'e, the ideal evaporator. 
The film evaporators come nearest perfection as regards the 
sc('.ond, thh'd and sixth conditions mentioned above, but they 
lw.yp dmwbacb) in pI'adiea} use which to some extent counter-
ad tho~e n{h-alliag·es. 'rhe third condition is an important 
ftl-etol' ill the pI'evention ,of entrainment, as well as in efficien-
cy, and is met in the evalJOl'atol's installed heI'e by keeping the 
juiee fI'om ('olllbinillg in OBe lllass on the upper tube plate. 
'1'he tubes ad as fonntains, throwing the jnice np in distinct 
and ~('jl;ll'at(' stTPams to a height of 12 to 18 inehes, and these 
streams only combine when evaporation .in that vessel is COll-
plete alld till' j ni<-(' is lea Ying it. To show the efIed of scaling 
on till' \\,ol'l;: of thl'SP p\':lpOl'atol's an aetual week'!;;. wOl'k is 
Ill'l'e inseJ'ted: 
APIUL,1903 
Tota! hour" rlln ......... , .. . 
:: gt;,lfl. clarified juice. " 
wasl! water ...... . 
Demity clarified juice .. , .. 
~I syrup..... . ..... 
Average stealTI lires~ure, Ib:-;, 
Juice p"r hOUI'-glll!OIlS ...•. 
Wash wuterper hOllI'-glllJons 
E,·upowtioll. PP.l' cent. (uy 
weight) .................. , 
WlltCI' eVllporated, los ..... . 
Los. wllter evaporated per sq. 
foot of heuting surface 
per hour ................ .. 
20th 21st I 2211d 23n) I 24th ~5tll 
--;;;;- 2Hf" 20% --22-1 22!f --20-
1·j5.270. 1512·\0. 161,190. 1;;1,2.\0. I W},250. 47,757. 
2,m;;. ~,0~5. 3,221 3,025. 2,985. 2.955. 
17.53 17.15 17.20 1750, 17.95 17.55 
55 .. ( 5;;.2 0r-4.B 5'2,8 53.1 48.8 
5. 5. .). fl. 7. 8. 
7,2t>35 7,03·L7 7,OS5.3 6,R7·1 5 613:~.3 7,387.8 
1·(5.0 140.7 Hl.3 131. 13~ 6 142.7 
68.3 68 \I (;8.u 60.8 66.2 6J.0 
H.Otl3.8 ·13,375. ,13,fi1O 8 H,145. 1311,610.2 43,.lO5.1 
839 8.26 8 ~9 7.8!/ 7.55 8.26 
'Vith the exception of the fourth and fifth days, the work 
for the whole week is p!'acticaJly uniform, and the falling off 
on those two days was dne as much to the irregular supply of 
juice as to the fouling of the tubes. It will be Iloti('ed that the 
quantities of juice per hour for those two days al'e the small-
e!'it for the week, and abo that the wate!' pvapol'ated pel' 
sfillme foot of heating surface is (roughly) dit'eetly propor-
tional to the quantity of juice worked. 
The :,\('ah~ ill the first two vessels consists principally of 
carbonate of lime and organic matter; the lime is removed 
without dilJieulty by boiling with dilute l1lul'iatie acid, leaving 
the ol'gani(: 1llati{"I' ax a soft slime whieh ('an be l'nbbed ofl' by 
cloth swahs. '1'l!p s('alp in the third vessel consists mainly of 
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silica and is more troublesome, but it is partly diE·solved and 
the r~sidue left softer by treatment with caustic soda solu-
tion, after which it is easily removed by brass·wire brushes. 
The work of the evaporatorE' at the McBryde mill for the 
whole of 1903 crop is appended: 
Total hours run. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,802 
Total gallons clarified juice .................... 18,329,978 
Total gallons wash water added. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 366,599 
Average density of clarified juice, Brix. . . . . . . . . . 16.71 
Average density of syrup, Brix. . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . 55.34 
Average steam pressure, lbs .... '" . . . . .. . . . ... . 6 
Gallons of juice per hour. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,542 
Gallons of wash water per hour. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 131 
Per cent. of evaporrution by weight. .. .. . . . . . . . . . 69.8 
Total water evaporated per hour, lbs. . . . . . . . . . . . 41,673 
Total heating surface of evaporator, sq. ft.. . . . . . 5,248.8 
Lbs. water evaporated per sq. ft. per hour. . . .. .. . 7.93 
T.he diagram attached to this paper is a graphical record 
of the work done by a Lillie Quadl'uple Effect, during periods, 
as indicated in the diagl'am. It also shows the conditions, 
which existed during those periods. 
The record of cOllditions is represnted by broken lines, 
each point in the broken lines being located in regard to time 
alld pl'essures. 
Looking at the diagram, there will be seen in the left verti-
cal line, the spaces fol' pressures. Upward of the atmosphel'ic 
line (0) are spaced off, the lbs. per square inch 'Of steam pres-
sure effective in steam chamber of first cell, and each lb. of 
pressure is taken to be equal to 2" of vacuum. 
The hOl'izontalline over the diagram, shows the time when 
the readings were taken. Another line will be seen, composed 
of vertical and horizontal parts only: the figures written on 
the horizontal lin~s show the rate of work, i. e., the number 
of U. S. Gallons that would lmve been evaporated to 75%, if 
this condition had been maintained for 24 hoUl's. 
The lower broken line represents the steam pressure per 
square inch in steam chambel' of first cell. 
The second line repl'esents the vacuum (or pl'essure) in 
juice space of first cell, also, the vacuum (or pressure) in 
steam pipe of 2nd cell, the two spaces being connected. 
The third line represents the vacuum in front vapor space 
of second cell. The fourth line represents the vacuum in 
front vapor space in 3rd cell, etc., etc. 
The fifth line respresents the vacuum in front vapor space 
in fourth cell: this spae(, is in connection with condenser. 
Examining the rpe(ll'd linps and eompaI"ing the condition of 
different periods, quite a. diffel'pnce will be noticed, the re-
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occurring rise and fall of the rateline is due to the apparatus 
having been worked ,either forward or backward. 
The periods when the apparatus worked forward (that is, 
when the juice entered the first or hottest cell and syrup was 
taken from last or coldest cell) show a higher rate than when 
the apparatus worked backward (that is, when the juice en-
tered the fourth or coldest cell, and the syrup was taken from 
the first or hottest cell.) 
When the apparatus is worked forward, the difference of 
vacuum (or pressures) in steam chamber and front vapor 
space of each cell are nearer the ideal conditions than when 
the apparatus is worked backward, besides this, it is deprived 
of a considerable amount of heat when the syrup is drawn 
from the first 'or hottest cell. 
Looking at the whole rateline, it will be seen that the drop 
in capacity is almost constant from the beginning of the week 
to the enu. T'llCre is absolutely no doubt that this drop of 
efficiency is due to the fouling of the heating surface in the 
apparatus. Evaporators 'of the same type and size give vastly 
different results in different places, when the condition of 
the juices are not alike. The authentic records show this 
plainly: all those apparatuses which keep clean easily per-
form their predetermilled work, while those which from the 
nature of the juice have their heating surface coated, and 
often quite heavily, drap rapidly in their capacity. 
The diagram in the upper part .Of the sheet cantains the 
recard of a full week's run, while the diagram in the lower 
part of the sheet cantains the record of the first 24 hours only, 
of the following week. 
In comparing the record of this one day's run with the 
corresponding one of the week before, some very interesting 
points are shown. 
vVhen the full week's run was made the cannections on the 
apparatus were so, that the condensed steam fro~ steam 
chamber of first cell was led off (as usual) to the hotwell, to 
be used as boiler feed water: by this arrangement, the appara-
tus ,vas deprived of quite a considerable amount of heat r~­
ducing the capacity of the apparatus. 
For the next week's run, the connections were made so, 
that this water was led into the steam chamber of the st-eond 
cell, ~iving the apparatus the benefit of this heat in the second 
cell, and increasing the temperature in first cell, and thereby 
doing more work. 
The natural inference would be, that the apparatus would 
do as much more wark in praportion, as there was heat added, 
and the first few hours' run show, that this was really the 
case. At the end of the 24 hours, the capacity had dropped 
to such a low figure, that the r:onnections were changed, to 
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what they were in the first week's run, which was theoreti-
cally wrong, but from a practical standpoint right. 
It would be impossible to give an explanation of this pheno-
mena, if we did not examine the nature of the juice and its 
impurities, and how it was effected by the increase of heat in 
first cell. 
If it is tru'e that heat will coagulate the albumens contained 
in cane juices, and, that the coagulation depends on the de-
gree of heat and the time that this heat is applied, then it 
must be true that if rthe process of heating the juice (as well 
as mechanically cleaning by precipitation. or filteration, Or 
both) has not been done thoroughly before the juice enters 
the evaporator, then this process goes on in ,the first and hot-
test cells of the evaporator, whereat the temperature may be 
considerably above 2120 F. and where the juice is exposed for 
quite a while to this heat action. 
The 'only remedy to keep an evaporator comparatively clean 
where the juice contains impurities that may be precipitated 
by heat, is to expose the juice ,to a proper degree of heat, and 
cleaning same before it enters the apparatus. 
The proper degree of heat must be determined for each case, 
but should never be less than the temperature of the first cell 
of the evaporator. , 
While this run was made with the "Lillie" and the facts 
contained in the diagram show plainly that the deerease of 
efficiency is due to the fouling of the heating sul'face by im-
purities precipitated from the juice, it would be ul1l'easonable 
to think that any other type of evaporator would not have 
been affected if worked under the same conditions. 
'1.'0 get reliable figures, comparing one type of apparatus 
with another, it is necessary to have them work under the 
same conditions. 
'; 
SUGAR DHYING MACHINES. 
These driers have been introduced into a number of our 
factories of late and are considered by those who use them 
to be a good investment. They will doubtless be of more 
value to us in £u1un' owing' to 1h(' fact that all suo'ars have 
to be shipped to Eastern m~rkets. A brief description there. 
fore, of this apparatus may be of interest: 
A sugar dl'ying machine' consists of an air·heater, a re-
volving cylinder, and a fan for drawing the heated air 
through the cylinder. The sugar as it comes from the centri-
fugals, is taken up by a bucket ele\'ator to a hopper in which 
revolve a number of lmiw's where all lumps are broken np, 
and is then fed through a spout into the eylindC'r drier. '1'he 
latter is inclined from t-he end where the fall i~ situated (and 
where the SlIgar enters) downwards to tIle deliv(,I'Y end where 
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the group of air heating coils are set; it cOllitains a number 
of narrow shelves which carry the sugar round and allow it 
to fa 11 in showers through the current of hot air. The hot, 
dry sugar is taken from the apparatus by another elevator to 
a revolving sifter or screen which separaltes the sugar into 
different grades 01' sizes 'of grain and delivers it through 
chutes into bags. The whole operation is automatic and re-
quires no attention except at starting and stopping. It can 
be regulated to deliver the sugar at any degree of dryness. It 
could be modified, however, so as to reduce its initial cost by 
dispensing with the sifting apparatus which is unnecessary 
in raw sugar factories; and if the arrangement of the factory 
will allow, the elevators may also be dispensed with and the 
su~ar travel by gravity. 
These sugar dl'iers make possible the USe of automatic 
weighing machines in raw sugar factories. Most of these 
machines depend f01' theil' accuracy on a very small stream 
of the material toward the end of the weighing operation; 
ordinary moist sugar' is lumpy and coherent, and there would 
be ~reat difficulty in getting such a stream to flow. But with 
dried sugar there would be no such difficulty; and automatic 
scales are largE'ly used in refineries for weighing granulated 
sugar, There are a great many makes of automatic weighers 
and it is llnnecessar;v to mention any particular one, but there 
is a machine on the market which ca11s for special notice. [t 
will weigh, fill, sew, and throw out ready for shipment 75 
bags of sugar per hour with one man and a boy (or woman) 
as aUpndants. 'rhe ba~s may be deliverE'd to a conveyor and 
earried right to thE' car, tllE'rE'hy saving much handling and 
floor spaee. There is a savin~ in twine and the bags are sewn 
in snell a way that they arE' practically sealed. 
WATER MEASURING MACHINE. 
I am indebted to }\fl'. L. T~. Mann, the civil engineer at the 
l\IeRryde plantation, fO!' the fo11owin~ artiele and sketch of 
his watel' meas1lI'ing ml1("hinp: After eonsidel'ing some of the 
methods in lIse at ditTerpnt pla('es, their initial cost, etc., the 
wI'Her proceeded to desi~n a cheap and reliable registering 
device to be used in conneei"ion with an OJ'dinary weir. As a 
result t1lE' appar:lltus des(Tibed brlow has been in successful 
operation in one of our main waterways sineE' .January 1st, 
l!lOB. 
'Vhilp this maehinp dews not differ widE'lv from those in 
nsp on diffpl'Pllt TllantatioTls, it has the adv'antage of bein~ 
il1f'X1)('ll;;in" Silllpl(' io "OlI;;iTUd, and H("('llrate enough foJ' a11 
pradical purposes. Li1;:(' 00W1' alH)liances of a similar nature. 
it reCjllit'(lSHn ordinary wpil', to~ethel' with a small1tousing to 
protect the mechanism fl'om the weather, 
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Briefly, the principle of this apparatus is as follows: 
About six feet above the weir, and directly over the stream, 
a small weather-proof house is built, say 4x5 feet inside floor 
space and high enough to permit a man to stand erect. At 
one side is placed a suirtable table to carwy the mechanism. 
On top of this table two parallel strips of iron (a) are fastened 
to serve as a track. Between these strips a planed board, 
14" wide, 18" long and 1" thick is placed on which may be 
fastened a sheet of paper ruled to indicate the actual depth 
of water flowing up to a depth of 18" along the axis of or-
dinates, while time is ruled along the axis of abscissas to any 
suitable scale_ A light carriage (b) baving four small wheels 
is made to run upon the track (a). This carriage bears a small 
lightly pivoted shaft, threaded throughout its length, on 
which there runs a nut as the shaft revolves" and to the upper 
part of which a pencil is attached. To one edge of the car-
riage (b) and running over a light pulley at the end of the 
table a cord (c) is attached carrying a float (d). To the oppo-
site edge a similar cord (e) is attached carrying a weight (f) 
and these are so adjusted as to bring the pencil point to zero 
inches of depth when no water is flowing over the weir. 
'Vith this arrangement the depth of water is registered on 
the above mentioned sheet as the flow of water over the weir 
rises or falls. To one end of the shaft (g) a disc (j) is attached 
around the circumference of which a number of small studs 
(k) are placed to serve as stops. The number of stops depends 
upon the pitch of thread of shaft (g), upon 1he interval of time 
for which the machine is designed to run without attention, 
upon the scale to which 'record sheet is ruled, etc. To the 
disc (j) a small crank or handle (1) is attached for the purpose 
of rotating the shaft (g) so as to bring the nut and pencil to 
the 110ur when the apparatus is to be put in operation. Ar-
ranged so as to engage the studs (k) on disc (.1) is a stop (m) 
pivoted to the end of the armature of an electro magnet (n) 
which is placed in circuit with an ordinary clock (0) and a 
couple of Ramson batteries (p.p.) To tlw face of the clock 
(0) small clips are fasfened. art intervals of five minutes, w}lich 
engage the minute hand of the clock in passing: closing tIle 
bntt.e1'V ri1'C11it,. ",llich in t11rll onC1'n1'ns tj,p lni1O'llPt thp1'phv 
withdl'awing stop (m) and allowing the shaft (g) to rotate 
under tIle influence of the wpight (i) carrying the nut and pen-
cil forward to a noint on tIl(' l'pconI shpet eOl'l'esponding to 
the time indicated by dock (0) -thus tracing a ",ig ",ag line as 
the flow water increases 01' diminishps. and thm; giving the 
true depth of water flowing OYP!' the ",('iI' at int.prvals of five 
minutes, which is sufficiently frequent for all practical pur-
poses, By reference to a weir table the cubic feet or gallons 
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of water flowing for any given interval of time may be ascer· 
tained. 
'lihis apparatus requires attention once every 24 hours but 
could be as readily designed to operate for any given length 
of time for which a clock might be designed to run without 
attention. Its chief merit is its reliability and cheapness. 
The weight (i) being the motive power the work of the electro 
magnet and clock is reduced to a minimumu. The clock, so 
wired as to be set with two contact points upon two respec· 
tive contact plates, is entirely independent of the rest of the 
mechanism, and may be substituted by a similar clock at a 
moment's notice. The batteries will require recharging at 
intervals of from :3 to ':I: months, at a cost of about 25c. The 
cost of this recording device complete with weir and housing 
does not exceed $30.00. 
PUMPS AND PUMPING. 
I have no data on hand to enable me ,to put before you the 
comparative cost of pumping water per million foot gallons 
with the many different styles of irrigating pumps 'and the 
actual saviug which has been effected by the use of oil fuel 
in place of coal: This would also be interesting and of value 
to many of us and I would the'l'efore suggest, that some steps 
bE' taken to put this data before us at your annual meetings. 
I submit herewith a monthly report form in use on this 
plantation which can be filled ont in the main office each 
month from the pump engineer's daily reports. 
The average cost of pumping water per million foot gallons 
on this plantation with ,three different styles of pumping en· 
gines, including all labor. supervision. coal, supplies and reo 
pairs, during the running season is as follows: 
Risdon 10 million surface condensing, triple expansion, ~y. 
wheel pump with Hpinc· watcr tube boilers and economizer 
$0.0448 per million foot gallons. 
Riedler 10 million sl1l'fac'(' condensing. tl'iple expansion 
flywheel pl1mp with Babcock and ,\Yilcox water tube boilers, 
no economizer, $0.0465 per million foot gallons. 
VV Olthington G, million, surfa('e ('ondensing, 4 cylinder, 
triple expansion wrtienl pump with Sterling water tube boil-
ers, no economizc]', $0.0705 pel' million foot gallons. 
Respectfully submitted, . 
W2\L STODART,. 
Elm Row, Sclldrk, 1st. Oct., 1903. 
William Stodart, Esq.:-
DC'l11' :;;ir:-D,·aling with tIl(' 0111(']' matters mentionC'd in 
,) our letter after Centrifugals. I will touch but lightly on .a 
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few points which come under' m;y own personal experience 
and which I hope may In'oye of some little interest to you. 
KILBY PANS. , 
I must frankly admit that I never was enamoured of these 
pans and so fall' as my exper:ience at Kealia went, the more 
I saw of them the less I liked them. 1\1y chief objections to 
them lay in the drainage of the coils; 1he size, length and 
disposition of the coils; the height of the pans, and the want 
of facilities for repairs to the coils . 
. These pans were provided with: 19 coils, 2 1-2 inches in 
diameter, the bulk of those above rthe tapered bottom, being 
about l~() ft. 10llg. 'l'1lC'ir draillage gave trouble from the first, 
especially the live steam drainage. Concluding that the un-
condensed drainage from the short lower coils was retarding 
the water from the long upper ones, we separated them and 
stopped the tJ·ouble. Coils of such size and length as these 
long ones, a.nd lying almost flat as they do can not in my 
opinion do very effective work, and I firmly believe that about 
half of the heating surface is of little or no effect. ,The coils 
are so closely grouped together, that a man cannot get be-
tween them for cleaning and repairs. I had some of the coils 
to repair in the middle of the pan, and it was a very serious 
ope1'Ation even in the off srason. \Vp seldom filled them fll11 
as the work became too slow, neHher did we care to boil 
heavy. \yith syrup of from 30 dpgrees to ;Hi degrees R., the 
work was passable, but with light syrup, it was painfully 
slow. The swinging discharge gate on the bottom, made cut-
ting strikes almost impossible. 
SAND FILTERS. 
In mills where super·hea.ting" and single spttling of juices is 
carried out, and tllP evapornting plant is of ample size, sand 
Filters are in my opinion. but cumb\'re1'S of space. Those at 
Kealia, filter certainly. with the aid of a hoe. hut-is the game 
worth the candle'! I helievC' thai- singIC' seHling there, would 
ent.irel~r rliminate theil' nse. as f:1l' as j11il'es arp con(,P1'npc1. 
EVAPORATOR. 
'J'111' TITp1l]]1'1' T"linel, "t Kenlia h"" (lOll(> ,,1'1''' wnll. hllt th"t 
I think is main 1." duE' to its size-----12000 ft of heating surface. 
The C'ntrainmC'llt at fil'si'. was. T U11rlp)'Sj-aJ1(l, considerahle, 
hut with HlP addition of hafftps and c:ltph-alls. nnd altp1'ationl'1 
in tl](' feed nipps. 1 hpliC'\'"p all loss Iw entl'ainm(>nt has 1)(>(>11 
stopped. Fl'om w11nt I 11 a \'"1' hppn ahlp to lC'aJ'll fl'om On1('1' 
mills and expcl·jences in the Islands, a good Standard Effect-
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with the necessary precautions against entrainment--is about 
as economical, safe and reliable as anything which has yet 
been tried. 
NINE ROLLER MILL. 
Touching first on Roller Setting. I am convinced that-
under some misapprehension-considerable nonsense has been 
written and spoken on this subject. I had four "Roller Set· 
tings" from different sources, each of which was given by its 
author as "the correct thing." All were different, and for 
reasons which I will try and show, necessarily so; and further, 
all were wrong; that is, so far as their application to my case 
was concerned. There is not, nor can be, any hard and fast 
set of measurements put down as "the correct thing" for roller 
setting. Differences of canes, weather, lands, locations of 
plantations, seasons, exigencies of managers and conditions of 
labour; all of these may and do-more or less-affect roller 
setting. About all that can be said of roller setting in a 
general 'vny is', that it should be such as will ensure that 
('ach set of rollers will cope with and treat the cane supplied 
to them, in such fashion, that a reasonable percentage of the 
juice is extracted by each mill; that the bagasse is sufficiently 
lacerated or broken up in a. proportionate degree as it leaves 
each mill, emerging finally in such condition as has been deem· 
pd most scniceable and economical for fuel. So l~ng as this 
is lwing aecomplished. and each mill is just able to take the 
supply of bagasse from the preceeding one without ch(}king, 
just so long, in my opinion is the roller setting right. I have 
fonnd it nrcessnry to alter the setting at Kealia several times 
in a season. Of COl1rse a Y'rnsonable pressure in conjunction 
is always implied. The relative speeds of the mills is another 
subject, and is, of course, governed by the gearing supplied 
with them. 
QUALITY OF ROLLERS. 
Th(' o11l1lit." of the rollers dcmn'l1d careful attention. At 
Kealia I fonnd that the softer rollers were the first to become 
:-:ll\('l;: 011 thp shaHs. I think it may safely be said in a general 
way,-that the softer the roller, the sooner will it become 
slack on the shaft; the sooner by attrition in the ordinary 
course of work, will the grooves disanpear; the sooner and 
oftener will the wheel teeth require chipping, and the sooner 
will the roller have to be renewed. Fnrther. if the rollpr is 
IllOJ'(> (',omjl)'cHsihle than its Rhafts and keys, it will the more 
!'P1Hlily hceolllf' sInd, and at liherty to move endwise. Again 
if the roller is less compressible than its shaft and keys, it 
ma~' become slack on the shaft, but will not be so liable to 
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move endwise, as the remainder of the shaft would maintain 
its original size and present a slight shoulder against the end 
movement. 
A roller and shaft in one piece, such as a single casting, has 
been spoken of, and the idea carries with it much to commend 
itself, but until a metal or compound has, been found combin· 
ing all that is necessary in 'a roller and a roller journal, it is 
futile to discuss it fm'ther at p~esent. To successfully cope 
with the endwise movement in rollers, and its accompanying 
dangers, I would suggest, that when a shaft has been design· 
ed, of sufficient size for the work for which it is intended, 
another inehf 01' inch and a half should be added to, its 
d.iameter. where it passes through the roller. After the rollEr 
is pressed on, this would allow of cutting in each end, for 
good, split a:nd shrunk rings without unduly weakening the 
shnft. 
WATER·JACKETED BEARINGS. 
A 11 Roller Mills SllOUld be supplied with walter·jacketed 
bearings, more especially where their care and lubrication is 
mainly entrusted to lowclass labor. I don't for a moment say 
that water·jaeketing will prevent all heating and cutting of 
heaI:ings. bnt it will lessen the chances and often make it 
possible to keep a mill running. when it would be otherwise 
impossibJe without injury. A simple 1Jlnstrlltion will p,nfficC'. 
No rolle,' jOUI'llIl1. however perfectly turned, has at first a 
perfect contact with its bearing. It is well bedded in place 
if 50 pel' (,pnt. of the bearing area, of each,-well distdbuted,-
is in ('onta('t. If a b(,aI'ing area of say 100 sq. inches is deem· 
ed necessary to carry a given load. it must necessarily follow 
that the same load imposed on 50 sq. inches of area will 
generllte h('at. It is at this time then-when a mill is new-
that wat('rjacketing is of greatest value, because if the full 
bearing aT'pa can be brought up without cutting, the after 
saving in oil and tJ'ouble is invaluable. Further, if it becomps 
neeessal',v to (~ool a bearing without stopping the mill, the 
1":11:('1' is tlll'ncd on throng'h the jllcl;:ctin[!'. Ilnd the oil OJ' [!'rea~e 
applied to the journal. If no warter·jacketing is existent, the 
ho~(> i~ :lTlTlli('cl to the jOlJl'nal and the oil by the same operation 
is washed off. The result is too apparent to merit further 
discussion. ·With water·jacketing and good bearings, it will 
be found tllata. lower and cbeaper grade of oil may be used 
than migllt otherwise be- possible. 
MACERA TION, 
Retm'ning thi,'d mill juice was tried at Kealia last season. 
witliwh:1t rpsults I am not just prepared to state .. From an 
engiricPl's' point of view it is an improvement, as it helps to 
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keep the rollers clean and improve~ the feed. As to its 
economic value in increasing the extraction, I have never 
been able to see ,the philosophy of it. However, if it can be 
1,roved to increase the extraction we can afford to dQ without 
the explanation; still I would like to see a logical reason given. 
I believe that :Maceration when applied on mills sucb as 
those in Hawaii, should be pumped on under considerable 
pressure. 'With the object of testing this idea, we connected 
the Maceration pipe with a pump, and introduced an adjust-
able relief value in the line. To obviate all chance of throt-
tling or reducing the pressure with valves or cocks, we put 
in three small pipes in place of the one formerly in use, with 
a cock on each. If say 10 per cent. Maceration is wanted, 
open one pipe full open; if say 20 per cent. is wanted, open 
two pipes full open, and so on, making each pipe roughly rep-
resent any percentage desired. Further, we introduced another 
small pipe at the bottom edge of the scraper to force water 
through the trash blanket from below. The result is a thor-
oughly saturated trash, to the amount desired. To suit the 
pipes to the needs of each particular establishment is a simple 
matter of adjustment. We pumped on the water under 50 or 
60 Ibs. pressure. We also tried hot and cold water. I think 
the most satisfactory temperature is from 100 degrees to 120 
degrees F. Very hot water is liable to heat unduly the rollers 
and journals. . 
CANE UNLOADER. 
Of cane unloac1ers, that at Kealia is the best I have seen. 
It is a Froelich machine, adjusted to lines which we consider-
ed would give the most satisfactory results. These we ob-
tained, and to operate it, is child's play. With a widening 
apron over the cane carrier, the load can be laid on very 
evenly. It can easily han dIp ]000 tons of cane per 24 hours, 
and only one machine is necessary for a nine roller mill of 
any size. 
I am, yours most resp 'y, 
JNO. ANDERSON. 
W. Stodart, Esq., 
Deal' Sir :-1 am afraid I can be of very little assistance to 
you in your report on machinery. I know of very little in the 
line of improvements or new devices introduced within the 
past year, or that has not already been brought to the notice 
of the Association in previous reports. However, as you'sug-
gest a description of the automatic firing arrangement in use 
at Hakalau as heing of possible interest, I submit, even at the 
risk of the information being characterized as stale, a brief 
description of same, referring in passing to recent changes in 
boiler setting with reference to position of furnace. 
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In the way of bagasse burning furn~ces the trend seems to 
be toward a change from the old boiler setting, whereby the 
furnace was placed under the front end of the boiler, and a 
furnace, such as has been adopted by the Honolulu Iron 
Works in their recent installations, is replacing the old style 
of setting. '1.'he favorite bojJer arrangement for many years 
on these Islands was, as you are aware, that of a multitubular 
and a Gallo·way Ol' fiue boiler, set tandem,the step-ladder 
furnace being situated under the former boiler from which 
the heated gases traversed the bottom and sides of both boil-
ers, returning through the flues and tubes to the chimney. 
By this setting much of the heating surface was exposed to 
the comparatively low temperature evolved in the initial act 
of combustion. By the improved setting the furnace is built 
out in front of the boiler, so that the whole under surfacc of 
the boiler is exposed to the flame after it has reached its max-
imum temperature. Another improvement is the provision 
for more space between the hottom of the boiler and the flame 
bed, as much as four feet being allowed, instead of two feet or 
less, as formerly. The advantage from this increased space 
is twofold, as it permits of easy access for cleaning or other 
purposes, and what is, perhaps, of more importance, the heated 
gases are not forced downwards to the floor or flame bed al-
lowing a great part of the heat to be absorbed by the earth. 
In 1901 we had a new 7 inch x 20 inch multi tubular boiler in-
stalled by the Honolnln Iron Works, with this new furnace 
setting. In 1902, I changed one of our old boiler settings to 
conform to the new plan, which resulted in such increaseu 
efficiency that I have this year extended the change to the re-
mamlllg ones. A further advantage in placing the furnace 
out in front of the boi1er is that the bagasse chutes in con-
nection with an automatic firing arrangement, as in our case, 
can discharge perpendicularly from the bagasse conveyor to 
the furnace,thus obviating the inward bend in the chutes nec-
essary with the old furnace. 
In nearly all sugar mills on these Islands, with any preten-
tion to keeping- in line with modern improvements, the old 
method of firing by hand has given place to mechanical stok-
ing. "\Vhile these automatic firing devices may differ in detail, 
the salient features of all are essentially the same and have 
already been described in former reports. The arrangement 
at Hakalau is as follows: 
The bagasse is elevated from the last mill onto a horizon-
tftl conveyor, rnnning- ovel'head of the line of furnaces. This 
conve.Yol' consists of an endless link-belt chain, operated hy 
sprockr>t wheels. and to which are bolted at reg-ular intcl'valfl 
wooden slab:;, which sweep the bagasse over the stationary 
floor of the conveyor, which is provided with adjustable 
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openings throug'h which the bagasse drops into iron chutes 
leading direct to the furnaces below. In these iron cliutes are 
placed doors, which are tripped automatically and at regular 
intervals, ensuring a regular feed and preventing the access 
of cold air tlu'ough the chutes to the furnaces. These iron 
chutes are movable sideways, being hung by a hanger and a 
rail arrangement from above, so that they can be moved aside 
for the purpoS0 of cleaning the boiler tubes in front of which 
they stand when in position. When this arrangement was 
first installed about six years ago, the openings in the floor of 
the conveyor were cut parallel to the line of the conveyor, 
each opening increasing in width laterally until the last 
opening reached from side to side of the conveyo\' floor. 
It was found that this arrangement did not ensure an even 
distribution of the bagasse over the grate bars of the furnace. 
'1'he openings were then changed so that they now open 
obliquely across the conveyor floor, each suceeding opening 
increasing in width, as in the former arrangement, The 
oblique position of the opening being such that an equal 
amount of bagasse is caught over its entire 'length, with the 
result that the grate surface is uniformly supplied. In addi-
tion to the main elevator driven from the mill, there is an 
auxiliary elevator upon which surplus bagasse can be forked 
in the event of the mills being stopped or when getting up 
steam on Monday morning. The whole arrangement is driven 
by a small, indcpendent eng'ine. The saving in labor in our 
case by the automatic firing device is 4 men on each shift, or 8 
men per day of 24 'hours, in firing four furnaces, while the 
work is much more efficiently done than by hand, Firing 
bagasse furnaces automatically is not by any means new in 
Hawaii, for even as far back as 21 years ago the writer saw 
an automatic firing device at Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar 
Co., on Maui. '1'his arrangement was installed by the Risdon 
Iron Works of Sall 1<'rancisco, but proved too cumbersome 
and costly to come into general use. In this arrangement 
each furnace was provided with an independent engine and 
conveyor connected with a multiplicity of gearing. '1'0 1\'11'. J. A. 
Scott of the Hilo Sugar Co., the writer believes, is due the 
credit of first introducing the pr0sent day system of automatic 
firing and which was constructed from plans prepared by him, 
by the Risdon Iron Works. Mr. Scott was also the first to 
replace hand straining of the juice at the mill rollers by the 
mechanical device now in general usc in this country. 
I S0e that the Honolulu Iron 'Works have imported one of 
the "Simon" automatic sack-filling, weighing and recording 
machines, to which they invite inspection. If such a machine 
proves a practical success in sacking and weighing raw sugar, 
it should come into general use, for I think that much diffi-
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culty has been generally experienced in getting the class of 
labor usually employed in our sugar houses to fill sacks to a 
given weight accurately, to say nothing of the probable sav-
ing in labor. 
I am sorry I know of nothing more likely to be of general 
interest. 
w. Stodart, Esq., 
Eleele, Kauai. 
Yours truly, 
GEO. ROSS. 
Papaikou, Hawaii, Nov. 10, 1903. 
Dear Sir :-In reply to yonI' letter of September 13th, I 
herewith beg to submit the following description of battery 
of crystallizers, manufactured and installed on the premises 
of the Onomea Sugar Company on the Island of Hawaii with 
plantation help from eight old cylindrical boilers, hopin~ that 
the details of construction and general assemblage of said 
crystallizers may be of some value to those interested in the 
crystallization of sugars in motion. 
The spaee occupied by eight crystallizers (each of which is 
6 ft. diam. by 12 ft. long) is 35 ft. by 40 ft., the erystallizers 
being set in series of fours with a ten ft. space in centre, in 
which space is located the :l\Tagna pump that in no way inter-
feres with the passage way between crystallizers. These are 
driven' from a 3 in. steel shaft overhead in mid position mak-
ing 90 revolutions per minute (steam arid electrically equip-
ped) said driving shaft being supported on angle iron frame 
work secured by bolts to heavy railroad iron on 7 in. pipe 
columns. These pipes are stepped and filled with concrete, 
making a perfectly rigid skeleton work. Keyed to the afore-
said 3 in. steel shaft are eight 20 in. pulleys (10 in. face), one 
for each crystallizer, on to which runs a 4 in. rubber belt con-
necting with two 5 ft. pulleys, tight and loose. On the 5 ft. 
pulley shaft 2 11-16 diam. is also keyed the driving' worm (run-
ning in oil), said worm meshing with circumferential worm 
gear bolted to outside of crystallizer shell. The speed of 
crystallizers is one revolution in 3.75 minutes. 
The crystallizers are held in position and revolve on two 
cast iron circumferential tracks bolted to outside of crystal-
lizer shell, being trued up by wedges. '1'he same may be said 
of the circumferential worm gear which is placed midway be-
tween aforementioned iron tracks, it being understood that 
no weight rests on said worm (revolving thrust only). The 
two cast iron tracks run on eig-ht cast iron pulleys contained 
in four equalizer brackets, said brackets working on a fulcrum 
pin, and are held from spreading by a cast iron sole plate with 
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a right angle piece at either end into which angle sits the 
bracket, free to work on its fulcrum pin; by this method the 
possible although not probable wear can be adjusted, thereby 
doing away with the danger of too deeply meshing of the 
worm driving gear. 
Interior A1'mngement.-Extending the entire length of crys-
tallizer on opposite sides are two plate supports bolted to in-
terior of crystallizer shell braced with angle iron every four 
feet in such a way that the contents have a clear passage to 
exit and a 2i in. space is allowed between shell and plate sup-
port to avoid trapping the mascuit; this support extends in a 
curved direction passing the centre and thereby avoiding any 
dead space. Bolted to these supports (in this case) are 150 ft. 
of galvanized pipe connected in such a manner that it makes 
one continuous pipe throughout. This pipe is put in sections 
connected together with ground brass unions, thereby making 
it possible to remove any portion for any purpose through 
manhole door, said door being placed at opposite end to dis-
charge gate and on top position when discharge is on the bot-
tom. 
'1.'he aforementioned It in. galv. pipe is the temperature ad-
justing arrangement, through which exhaust steam, hot or 
cold water, may be used, as it has branch connection on the 
outside. I enclose a sketch marked "A" which shows the 
method of connecting and passage through centre of crystal-
lizer shell. This 150 ft. of pipe has sufficient surface to heat 
or chill to maximum temperature either way the entire con-
tents in 2;;' hours. 
I should have mentioned that this battery of crystallizers 
are so arranged that they are charged through flumes gravi-
tating from molasses pan and discharge into flilme connected 
with water driven :Magna. pump. 
Tcmpcratll1·e.-Despite all statements to the contrary the 
writer has found by actual work that it ·is highly important 
that the temperature should be adjusted with great care, 
knowledge of which can only be acquired by local practice, to 
meet different conditions of cane grown in various localities. 
Once understood the knowledge can be easily imparted to the 
attendant and will work, subject to a general supervision, 
but the same methods will certainly not be successful in uni-
versal practice without close and intelligent observation of 
the material to be handled. 
In regard to work accomplished by us with the aforesaid 
erystallizers, we feel fully satisfied that on the coming sea-
son's crop we shall be able to reduce the purity of our turn-
out molasses well down to its commercial limit of profit to-
gether with speed, and hope to be able- to compile commer-
cially accurate results with no guess work. I would also state 
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that we reinstalled our mudpresses (eight in all) and in do-
ing so introduced (as far as the writer knows) a new device 
by placing beneath said mudpresses for No. 1 work a 12 in. 
slow travelling screw conveyor, belt driven, with a planetary 
gear. Into casing of said 12 in. conveyor is dropped cake. from 
No. 1 presses, likewise a continuous stream of boiling water 
from first bodies of triple effect into the admission end of con-
veyor casing and there in transit is regularly and thoroughly 
incorporated and delivered to vertical strainer tank in whi\h 
is a revolving horizontal belt-driven paddle making 140 re\\' 
per min., revolving in close contact with strainer in bottom 
of vertical tank, said tank having a continuous discharge be-
neath the aforesaid strainer to pump reservoir, the ·whole per-
formance working automatically and requiring but little at-
tention outside that on the part of the pump attendant. 
The same installment leads from the second presser with 
the difference of a faster travelling screw, which embraces the 
essential feature in delivery, namely that of grinding' to 
powder fully 98 per cent. of the turnout presscal~e; this con-
trivance works perfectly and all is driven from crystallizer 
driving shaft. The aforementioned presses are connected in 
fours as we do double pressing. 'fhe amount of presscake 
from our last crop of 13,500 tons of sugar was close to 3000 
tons, therefore the grinding to powder is obviously important 
for fertilizing, and also the reduction (by even work) of 
sucrose in turnout presscake, that means dollars. 
I am forwarding for inspection and criticism two models 
of non-fouling links designed by the writer suitable for apron 
conveyor that I am inclined to think will appeal to all modern 
mill owners and in any concern that may have occasion to use 
apron conveyors. The only style of links that (as far as my 
knowledge goes) are used in connection with apron conveyors 
for sugar mill work are the open arid pocket link; the former 
has been abandoned for the latter on account of leakage but 
the pocket link has the disadvantage of filling up and pack-
ing with bagasse and debris in general in the sprocket hole, 
thereby causing the chain to lift and ride, and the apron to 
slip when it again starts to feed; the accumulation of bagasse 
on rear end comes in a bunch and if the attendant fails to he 
on hand the chain will stretch or ride ant, or the apron will 
commit suicide and go through the mill, this apart from the 
fact of irregular feed which is the reverse of good work. On 
those grounds and many others that can be noted by inspec-
tion, I feel convinced that there is an opening for my design 
of link outside of going through the mill. 
Yours respectfully; 
E. H. CAN'r, 
Engineer Onomea Sugar Co., Papaikou, Hawaii. 
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FEED WATER FOR BOILER PURPOSES.* 
BY. W. H. EDGAR. 
I will try to devote one hour to feed water for boiler pur-
poses and then the next hour to lubricating oils. Of course it 
is understood that I am not here in the interests of anyone 
line of theory; there is nothing in the statements and figures 
I might give this evening that can refer to anyone class of 
preparations or methods of handling feed waters in the boil-
ers, or referring to anyone class of oils. There is no reason 
why I should mention any form of cylinder or engine oil that 
is not made by more than ten or twenty different concerns. 
'1'he different theories of handling scaling salts in a steam 
boiler and the deleterious actions that take place from soluble 
salts are well known to the different chemists throughout the 
country. Of course they differ to some extent in their opin-
ions. In taking up boiler feed water treatment, we first have 
the existing condition of the steam boiler, and we have the 
water which contains the mineral salts, according to the soil 
through which the water percolates. Water is a great solvent 
-possibly the easiest solvent we have in chemistry-and it 
takes up carbonate of lime, as bi-carbonate, sulphate of lime, 
which is gypsum, and carbonate of magnesia, a saline, which 
are the scale-forming salts. Of course oxide of iron and alu-
minum enter into the scale formation. The water takes up 
sulphate of soda, chloride of soda, carbonate of soda, and 
sometimes a little potash, but potash and soda bases are prac-
tically alike in their chemical and physical action. '1'he lime 
and magnesia salta form a scale-a hard crustation, which is 
a perfect non-conductor. Different tests have proven that iron 
will conduct 37 heat units, while lime and magnesia ·scale the 
same thickness will transmit one. 
'1'he statement was made a short time ago by a certain pro-
fessor in one of our Eastem Universities that it did not re-
quire any more fuel to evaporate a given quantity of water 
per 24 hours and develop the same horse power in a boiler. 
I do not believe we could heat the water very rapidly through 
a saucer or porcelain dish which \,"ould be the equivalent of 
such a scale formation; and then again, if we look at it from 
another standpoint, the iron plate and the tubes are transmit-
ting the heat units to the water as delivered from the fire; 
consequently, in the thickness of this plate we have stored a 
certain amount of heat. If the temperature is brought up to 
*Paper reat! at a meeting of the Honolulu Engineering Association, 
Oct. 26, 1903. 
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quite a high degree of heat, we have practically an investment 
of heat units constantly in the transmitter. Now, in addition 
'i to the boiler plate, jf ,ve should place a nOll-conductor between 
the boiler plate and the water, we certainly increase our in-
vestment of heat units. and also concentrate our heat in a 
given part, as the non-conductor lies between our transmitter 
and the water, and we are raising our iron to a higher tem-
perature; consequently, we must get rid of the scale forma-
tion by physical force or chemistry. If the scale is allowed 
to get too thick, and we use some substance that would re-
move it too rapidly, it would settle on the crown sheet, the fire 
sheet, or in the lower tubes of the water tube boilers where 
the heat is greatest, and we would concentrate the heat in 
these lower tubcs, 01" the firc sheet, to such a degl'ee as to bring 
the iron to a red or white heat, or the melting point, when it 
would start to flow and the pressure would then force it out. 
lt is very dangerous to remove that scale formation too rap-
idly; it is also very dangerous to have too much of the scale 
formation in this heater, and especially where you have an oil 
fire it is much harder to distribute your heat units than with 
coal fire. In considering" the conditions down here, and the 
water I have been expecting a little trouble in changing fl"Om 
coal to oil. 
In handling the scale formation, I find that mixtures of 
tannin extracts, with a little bark 01" wood starch, such as slip-
pery elm, beech wood, wiliow wood, oj· the heart wood of the 
oak tree, gives us a favorable starch, which, when introduced 
into a steam boiler, yields a small percentage of acetic acid. 
If we were to use a little acetic acid in our feed watcr it 
would attack the iron, but llsing the wood pulp and introduc-
ing it into a steam boiler, which is practically a still of high 
efficiency, we break it up, and by this method of distillation 
get a little acetic acid, which, in the prescnce of the scale for-
mation, is chemically arrested by the lime and other saIts be-
fore it is allowed to pass over. The tannins, nncler the degree 
of heat existing in the stel'm boiler, act on the carbonate of 
lime nnd tlw carbonate of mngncsia, giving 11S a tannate of 
lime and tannate of magnesia, which is a light, floculent pow-
der that does not settle on the hottom nor 110at on the top; it 
has not the affinity for hot metal that carbonates of lime and 
magnesia have, and in the presence of an exces;; of tannin 
extracts they will lIot adhere as scale formation, but remain 
as an incrt POWdCl' which can be rcadily washed out by the 
opcning of the boil,~r. We have fonnd in cxpel'imental work 
across the conntl',Y (I am 1I0W rl'ferring to s('\"cI'al railroad 
laboratories which are at pl'('sent ca]"]"ying Oll a gl'l'at clNt! of 
experimental WOl'];: in this line) that tlw nsc of ,,!lout 6 to 8 PN" 
cent. of tannate of soda, wit h an ('XCPSS of tannin, will a11-
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swer as a traveling base in a steam boiler. In the laboratory, 
in the open vessels, I have found it difficult to produce tannate 
of calcium from tannate of soda; but in the steam boiler, llnder 
a high degree of heat and pressure, a little traveling soda 
base will readily produce calcium tannate; the reason I say 
traveling base, is owing to the fact that I am referring to 
the mixture carrying five times its weight of tannin extract 
(the extract known as 52 Twaddle, and . containing about 33 
per cent. of tannin). ,Ve iiIld that it is impossible to break up 
sulphate of lime wIth tannin, and if we used soda-ash, whicn 
would change sulphate of lime, giving us normal carbonatc 
of lime in suspension and sulphate of soda in solution, every 
pound of sulphate of lime which we took out of the water 
would give us, approximately, one pound sulphate of soda in 
solution, and in the course of a week's run 111 a large steam 
plant we would reach the point of saturation where the water 
would not hold any more in solution, and consequently would 
cake at the bottom of the vessel, and the soda sludge is a far 
greater non-conductor than a lime scale. This sludge is a 
heavy mass, and will produce a bag in the fire sheet and buckle 
the tubes instantly. We further find that in most plants of 
today they are getting more or iess oil back into the boilers, 
and where a carbonate of soda might saponify an animal oil, 
it would have no action whatever on a mineral oil other than 
to form a sticky, tenacions, adhesive mass, which would be a 
mechanical mixture. I believe you have had some trouble on 
the islands from oil in your boilers, due to oil combining me-
chanically with the chloride of soda, or common salt, which 
form this sticky, tenacious mass, becomes quite buoyant, and 
is carried with the circulation through the submerged part of 
the boiler, adhering to the hotter parts of the boiler, and con-
sequently gathering." on the lower tubes, or fire sheet, caus-
ing blisters. Animal oil going into the boiler combines with 
the lime chemically, formillg oleate of lime, 01' insoluble soap. 
The little particles come together, floating on the top of the 
water, sticking one to the other until they gather into a mass, 
which becomes heavier and more buoyant and is carried the 
same as the chemi('al mixture, its physical action being the 
same. If you had carbonate of soda to excess in the boiler, it 
would act on this animal oil mixture, saponifying the water, 
which would canse foaming. '1'he object of using some bark 
or wood starch is to producl' a little acetic acid, which will 
arrest the carbonate radical anel pI'event saponification. Poam-
ing is brought about by the prl'sence of a little saponified 
matter in the watel'. If von USl' a little vinegar (acetic acid), 
you could stop the foc{ming immediately;' sometimes it is 
preferable to ns() a little vineg':u', even at the cost of the iron. 
It has been found in experimental work that sulphate of 
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lime can readily be broken up by adding a little sugar to the 
mixture. '1'he sugar acts as a reducing agent and reduces tho 
sulphate to a sulphide, freeing the lime base, which is immedi-
ately taken up as a tannate in the presence of the tannin ex-
tract. .A little calle sugar, possibly a little grape sugar, but 
more especially cane sugar, also gives us saccharated calcium 
oxide and calcium saccharate, which, in turn, under the con-
ditions existing in th·e steam boiler, are readily broken up, re-
ducing down into calcium oxalate, and as calcium oxalate it 
readily converts into calcium carbonate. "J.,Ve further find that 
a very small percentage of sugar produces these results, and 
it has further been found that molasses cannot be used, or 
any sugar syrup or juice, OIl account of the acids present. Su-
gar will not attack metal the same as acids present in sugar 
juice or molasses. vVe also lind that we have to avoid the usc 
of hemlock extract a!ld a great many other extracts which 
contain tannin, due to the volatile oil and resin present, 
which, in a steam boiler, aets as oxidizing agents to the iron, 
and are the cause of some of the general corrosive nctions in 
our steam pipes, heating systems, etc. All these deleterious 
actions today have to he watched. Steam plants are very ex-
pensive; it is a very easy matter to remove incrustation, but it 
is also a very easy matter to ruin the plant. A steam plant 
properly handled, on a fair water, ought to last for many 
years. I believe it is possible to kerp all the sediment ont; 
also to prevent all corrosive action. Years ago, when crawl-
ing into boilers and examining the pitting and grooving, I in-
variably found the pitting in round-shaped holes in the plate, 
and in a certain two or three or half-dozen tubes generally 
located in the same part of the boiler and covered with a yel-
low scab. I tapped this scab with a hammer, and underneath 
was a fresh, dark-red powder. I gathered this powder very 
carefully, and in allal~rsis found it to be Fe-2 (0 H-6) (Ferric 
hydrate), which readily converts into its oxides and finally 
into the black, magnetic oxide of iron, and may be found in 
the mud drum or lower part of the boiler in the mud. I have 
gathered it by washing the muddy water in a bucket with a 
hose. This pitting is galvanic action (electrolysis), and it is 
due to the fact that a steam boiler is practically a galvanic 
battery. '1'he metal is snbjected to (litl'erent degrees of heat, 
and is constantly d(>livering heat 11nits and transmitting saine 
to the water; consequently, we have a COl]f;tant molecular ac-
tivity going on between the molecnles in the boiler plate and 
tubes. Copper and bl"<lsS nre ncgntive, and iron positive, at 
all times. The reason we do 110t g<'t pitting in all cases is due 
to the fact that we have 110 electrolyte present cOllnecting" the 
poles of the battery; this is clne to the fact that the water is 
saturated with lime-the water is alive. Take the lime out 
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of the water, or haye an excess of soda over that of lime so 
that you have an alkaline solution, and you immediately pro-
duce an electrolyte between the poles and also a battery solu-
tion. We have further found that iron will act negative to 
iron -positive, and in all galvanic battery work the positive pole 
is always destroyed. You can stop this electrolysis by simply 
putting your battery out of service by adding a little lime 
over that of the soda, or, which is better, adding a mixture of 
tannin and slippery elm bark, beech wood or wood pulp, which 
will satisfy the "\vater and take up the lime and soda. Any 
unsatisfied condition, chemical or solvent property, existing 
in the water, will satisfy it.sE'lf on these organic substances 
and not attack the metal. This theory of electrolysis has been 
carefully 'watched for years in larg'e heating plants, where the 
returns from the heating system have been so large that the 
water was almost pnre. This theory has been proven for 
years in marine service where they use sea water. The large 
vessels have to hang' tons of zinc in the boilers, or they could 
not get along; that is to say, the boilers would be eaten out so 
rapidly that they nre compelled to hang zinc in them to save 
the iron. The zinc is simply a substitute for the iron; it is a 
more positive metal, and the positive pole locates On the zinc. 
Tannin also causes a coag'ulatIon or congealing action on oil 
in a steam boiler, and, followed by a constant boiling and 
high heat, produces an inert powder. '1'he chemical composi-
tion of the oil, both the hydrocarbon (mineral oil) and the 
carbohydrate (animal oil) being destroyed, as well as changing 
the physical properties, this powder is inert, and washes out 
the same as the tannate mixtures of lime. '1'hose who are ac-
quaintcd with practical chemi»try know that there are great 
result» to be produced with thl' high degree of heat in the 
stl'am boiler where we get the distillation and general break-
ing 11p of chemical compositions, and can get reactions with 
organic suhstance mOl'e rapidly, more far-reaching than some 
of the strongest aeias in the min(,ral kingdom. ,\Ve are also 
acquainted with the fnrt that tlWI'C nrc a great many reactions 
in chemistry fonnd existing in nature that cannot be prodnced 
in the lahol'atol'Y. ,Ve 1'11l'111e1' find lhat a great many of our 
cxpcriments in the lahorator:v which nrc perfect have proven 
to be a failur{' on n ]al'g'e scale in factory work. Chemistry is 
a eOllstant study: we elll1not (10 any more lhan to keep at it 
and experiment j wr aeeept. ehpll1istry as we find it. 
I hnve t!'ipc1 llot to 0"1'1']00];: :iny conditions that may exist 
in a steam hoilrl', 01' idpas T llUl~' hp able to give in the way of 
tlwol'y conril'll1ed hy 1)1·ar.l ieI'. If 1he1'e at·p nny conditions 01' 
idpas whieh yon "'mild lib, to snhmit, 1 shall try to answer 
them. 
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Mr. Gartley-
'''l'he statement was offered that absolutely pure water in a 
boiler is a very serious matter, and causes very rapid deterio-
ration. 
"It is also popuhll'ly believed by many engineers that soda 
is the only proper compound. 
"Another statement very generally made and accepted is, 
the under many conditions the introduction of a small quan-
tity of oil in the water is a great help-that is, mineral oils. 
"I-low do potators act in a boiler, and what about the ma7 
chine for boiling them 'J" 
Mr. Edg-ar-
"The pitting and grooving' produced by an absolutely pure 
water is due to the solvent properties of the water. "\Vater is 
the most general solvent we have, and it is apparent that, 
according to Nature, it must hold something in solution; it 
takes up one snIt or nnother in the absence of lime nnd mag-
nesia, nnd it will take up other salts or nUack the iron in the 
absence of mineral salts. 
"In the boiling of water in a steam boilel' you are producing 
bubbles, which are solid sheets of water; they break and spat-
ter in the steam space, and the steam, heing delivered from 
the boiler with great vrlocity, carries these little particles of 
water "with it. If ench water s11e(>t contained a little socln, you 
woulr1 then hnve a sli~~ht ,1lkaline reaction, which is sufficient, 
under the conditions in a steam hoiler, to produce galvanic 
action. 
"In treating on drstl'llction of the iron, if you should have a 
great dpnl of trouble in yonI' f('pd pipes, and the submerged 
parts of your boiler and the surface of the iron should waste 
away, it would be well to look fot' sulphuric arid. If you 
should have considernble oxidation going- on between your 
pumps or heater nnd boiler, it would he well "to look for chlo-
ride of soda. In prnctice wr 11nye found thnt, when we reach 
the degTee of heat of ahout 212 dcg-. F., there is considerable 
chloride of soda hroken up and 1he chloride lihrl'atrd. and we 
~et both an in(]irect soda action and H dil'ect chlorine aetion 
on the iron at this point, flll(l 'n~ further get a little chlorine in 
the stenm spaee of tIl(> hoilers. Such action would tnke place 
all along the steam hendpr, and would be similar to the groov-
ing mentioned in too pllre a water. " 
"The thin] question Ml', Gartley asked was the m;e of petro-
leum in thp steam hoilpl's: In the oil fields of Pennsylvania, 
in the early days, lhl'~' added ;] liltlp stl'ai~J:ht minPI',ll oil 
to the steam hoilpl' to pI'evrnt, scaling-: they put thr oil in 
fh'st, nn(l tlwn filled lhp hoilpl' wilh ",atpl', and as the oil 
raised with tlw watrl' it formed a film OVPI' the suhmerged 
parts of the hoiler, anel lay brtween tho watpl' and the iron, 
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preventing the lime and magnesia present from getting a pur-
chase and forming an incrustation. In the hard, scale-form-
ing waters of the East, the oil was not very successful; it did 
not injure the boilers. because a mineral oil has not that 
sticky, tenacious nature, and is not capable of combining 
chemically with lime; consequently, it did not form an insolu-
ble soap. 'rhe oil used form(·d a film, preventing any sub-
stance from further adhering'. A little animal oil adhering 
to thc iron would carboni7.(' quickly; the charring would de-
stroy a certain amount of the iron. 'rhe mineral oil being a 
direct hydro-carbon, would last longer and would not have 
qnite snch an action on the iron. 
'''1'he potato, to my way of thinking, is a start on the right 
theory of handling water in the steam boiler. The peel of the 
potato contains a large percentage of tannin, and the pnlp 
gives a certain percentage of dextrous sugar, and ultimately 
a saccharate. 'l'hey had to give up the use of potato, due to 
the great quantity of pulp or sludge they formed in the steam 
Rpace of the boiler. They dill not get a result of more than 2 
or 3 per cent. of the potato pulp; the balance was a sludge, 
and Rpattel'ed into the stl'am spaee and hurned on the iro11, 
where it was gradually chaJ'l'rd. If they could take the potato 
peeling and add old tea leaves, they could make compound 
enough to h:mcllc Plll't of n hotel plnnt. Have you noticed at 
home "how vour kettle scalI's? Sometimes it gets about 1-32 
of an inch tllick. Tnke the tea leaves, coffee g'r~unds or potato 
jYL'Lmrp,s ,mel boil iR HIe l:eWe £m:_fl._£CW hours; the scale will 
then come off as a red slndge. The red-brown condition is dne 
to the preRenee of tannin. There are a great many ways of 
producin~ tannin cheapC'r than hy nsing' potato peelings. You 
can fret an extract in snch a for111 that a one-quart measure 
would equal a bushel a 11<1 three-quarters of potatoes. I have 
had occnsion to get the tannin percentage of nearly all roots 
and barks, wood, pCl'lings, etc., etr., of the vegetable king-dom. 
"If there a1'e any fmther qllestiolls or points on this subject, 
now or later on, I shall be glad to answer them." 
CONTRACT LABOR IN I"L·HVAIIAN ISLANDS. 
BY KATHARINE COMAN. 
(Continued fl'0111 ;\oY(,llIhC'r No., page 516.) 
In Septemlll'l', loSS!), 11 C01l1mittee of the planters petitioned 
the ministry to COI1\'('1l0 an (>::\1l'a session of the leg-islature to 
considcl' nn anW1HlllH'll\ tn ill!' COllstitution mnking provision 
"'hel'rhv "Chinesl' might he :l<lmittc(l to the Islands as plan-
tation lnhOl'C'rs HlHl whC'I'ehv CllillPse so a(lmitted and Chinese 
now in the eountry all(l en'lployec1 as common laborers might 
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be restricted to agricu1ture." 1'he petition was refused on 
the ground that such an amendment had already been voted 
down. The ministerial poliey was then stafed as follows: 
"First, the excessive proportion of Chinese in the Kingdom 
and their rapid enct'oaehment upon the various businesses and 
employments of the country, require adequate measures to 
prevent the speedy extinction in these Islands of Western 
civilization by that of thc East, and thc substitution of a 
Chinese for the Hawaiian and other foreign population. Sec-
ond, t.he perpetuati<m of Anglo-Saxon civilization, introduced 
into these Islands and adopted by the Hawaiian people early 
in the present century, is esscntial to the continmlllce of a 
free governmcnt and of the political independence of this King-
dom, and such civilization can be perpetrated only by retain-
ing a population who have been educated therein and who 
comprehend the working's and benefits of popular represen-
tative government. Thircl, we believe that self-preservation, 
by nations as we1l as by individuals, is a principle universally 
recognized." Reviewing thc policy of other nations, the min-
istry undertook to justify by analogy the restrictions imposed 
by the Hawaiian government on the immigration of Chinese. 
The United States had excluded such immigrants; Canada 
and the Australian Colonies had imposed restrictions; the 
islands of the Pacific, thc Philippines, Samoa and Tahiti, had 
taken measures to protcct tll('mselves against Chinese com-
petition, in Java and the Straits Settlcments, hostile legisla-
tion was imminent. A statistical study of the situation in 
Hawaii followed. anel it W:1S demonstrated that Chincse com-
petition meant the speedy snbstitntion of thc oriental for the 
native or Enropean workmen. The Chinese in the Kingdom 
then amounted to one-fifth of the entire population, having 
increased from 5,916 in 1878. to 19,737 in 1888; bnt the num-
ber employeel as plantation 1:1 borers had not increased in th~ 
interval. There was abundant evidence to show that the 
majorit? of the Chinamen who elected to remain in the 
islands at the expil'ation of theil' contracts had gone into 
various trades. The cabinet declared its conviction that the 
presence of Chinamen was a menace not onlv to the indus-
trial but to the social ,,'ell-being- of the islfl~ds. Their im-
morality, theil' secretiveness, their apparent disregard of hu-
man life, theil' impervionsness to western ideas were dwelt 
upon with mue!1 e:1rnpstnpss. After this extensive preambl~ 
it is somewJwt dis('oncerting' 10 find the cabinet :1rriving at 
a conclusion pJ'acticnll:v identieal with tl1<I1. of the planters: 
"1. 'rhat no Chinese nthel' than tearl]('rs ancl officials shall he 
allowed to come into this connt!'y pxcent in the capacity of la-
borers. 2. That 110 Chinesp hr admitted as lahorers unle~s 
the agl'icultllra 1 necessitips of the C011ntry require it. 3. TJwt 
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Chinese not {lOW engaged in trade or the mechanical occupa-
tions, be prohibited from hereafter engaging therein." 
The rcpresentations of the planters prevailed with the next 
legislature so far as to secure the admission of Chinese a<; 
agricultural laborers for a term not exceeding five years. If 
found in any other occupation such immigrant was to be ar-
rested and returned to China. 'rhe planter engaging such 
labol'ers must make a deposit of $75 for each laborer, deduct-
ed from his monthly wages. This was reserved by the Board 
of Immigration to meet the expense of this return passage. 
In 1895 a further modification of the Exclusion Act was al-
lowed. Permits to import Chinese coolies might be granted 
to an employer who bound himself to introduce European or 
AmerIcan agrlCulturaiiaborers equal III number to one-tenth 
of the Chinese permitted him. This was to be accomplished 
within one year after the date of the permit. Such European 
or American laborers were to be accompanied by women in 
the ratio.of twenty-five women to one hunch'ed men. The gov-
ernment was to defray the passage of women and children to 
the amount of $130 per family; the planter was to defray 
the passage of the men and any Rurplus for women and chil-
dren. A good and Rufficient bond was required for the per-
formance of this obligation. In the next two years 7364 
Chinese were bronght in nnder this arrangement. Another im-
mediate consequence of this ](,g'islation was a renewed effort to 
obtain European laborers. Two hundred and twenty-seven 
Germans were importeel in 1897, and 255 Italians in the year 
following, together with as many Galicians from Austro-Hun-
gary. These efforts w('re ratl1er perfunctory: the laborers so 
introduced were but poor material and meant nothing as a 
solution of the labor problem. 
The significant achievem('nt of these years of agitation was 
the negotiation of the convention with Japan by which an 
important labor snpply was open('cl. In 1879 the Board had 
appropriated $10,000 fol' the introduction of la bor('rR from 
Japan, and the Hawaiian cOllsnl at '1'o1;:io waR instructed to 
submit the following f.i'rms to 1:1](' ;r apan(,Re government: La-
borers coming to Hawaii w('r(' to enter into contract to work 
on a sugar plantation for a tt'l'l11 of fl'om thl're to five years. 
Wages were gnarant('ed at th(' rate of ten dollnrs per month 
for men and six dollarR pCI' month for women. Forty per Cl'nt. 
of the immigrants wrr(' to 1)(' \\'omen. and the Board \\'as to 
pay half the rxpenRC of tIll' passage of the womrn and whole 
cxpenRC fol' all the children brought in. 'l'h(' peopl(~ W(,I'(, to 
be returned at. govcrnmcnt eharg'e if at 1hr (,J1Cl of the 
contract years thpv did not wish to l'(,111ain in Hawaii. TheRe· 
terms w~re s;lffici~nt1y generollS, but the .Japanese authori. 
ties demurred. They were willing that the people should 
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emigrate to Hawaii, but expressed themselves as decidedly 
adverse to any scheme of contract labor that seemed likely to 
place Japanese subjects in a position "similar to that of the 
Chinese in Peru, Cuba, or even California." 'l'here followed a 
remarkable "higgling of the market," the Board of Immigra-
tion eagerly meeting demand after demand of the coy Japa-
nese officials. It was finally agreed that free passage to and 
from Japan should be provided for the laborers, their wives 
and children, that they should be guaranteed employment 
without signing an advance labor contract, and that the min-
imum rate of wages, fixed before sailing, should be nine dol-
lars per moilth with food, or fifteen dollars without food. The 
Board promised to provide laborers in the latter case with 
standard rice at five cents a pound. 
At last (February, 1885) the first shipment of Japanese 
coolies was l'ecl'ived,--G1G men, 159 women. :md lOS children. 
Instructions as to treatment ,yere rmboclied in :I cil'cular let-
ter to the plantrrs; "The undel'st:mding with the .Japanese 
government is that while the immigrants remain llnder their 
original contracts they are to be nnder the immediate gunrcl-
iallship of the government. and that thc planters to whom 
their contracts are assig'ned are the agents of the goyern-
ment, the latter being' really responsible 011 the original con-
t]'a cts a tall points, It has f1ll'thrr heen distinctly considered 
and determined by the g'overnment that no C'mployer <'4I',on'r .. 
seer (lulla) slwlI be pC'rmitted under :my circumstances (ex-
cept in srlf-defense) to strike or lny hand npon any contrnet 
laborer who is a ~'oyel'nment ward. This determination is 
made hi n(l ing: by n g-reements to this effect, act na lly entered 
into; and it is ren<lel'('(l ,ill tl10 more important when consid-
l'r('d in the lig-ht of the sensitive nat1ll'e of the Japanese raee, 
in particular. which rendC'rs any l'oug-h handling- of the la-
horer ahortive, if intended to seClll'e obedience. It must 
the1'efor(' lw llnrlerslood h~' all C'll1ployers thnt. hlows 01' othel' 
yiolencC' usC'el <1g-nim;t a eonlrad lahol'el', l'xcC'pt in absolute 
se]f-dpfl'nse, ,,,ill lw (1el'llwrl snf'fici(,llt g'l'ollnc1 1'01' the with-
drawal of thr assign!l1ent. mndl' to them of nlly prrson so 
dealt. with." A special cOlllmission of inspection of .Tapnnese 
laborel's was erentC'd with a .Tnpancsc :IS chief ,Illel with inter-
prct.ers fo]' ("leh island wh('1'(, .Japanese were employC'd. charged 
wit.h the inypstig'alinll ,!lI<1 amicnhlr sC'ttlement of dispntC's that 
mig-ht aris(' IH,twPC'n lahm'C'r awl C'll1ploycl', 
Thr fmwtion of t hl'sp intc'l'JII'etpl's wm; at first l'eSl'lltl'rl by 
tlw plnnh'rs. hut lhe,\' j)J'ovl'(l so helpfl11 in ohviating diffklll-
t.ips that tlIP plan was ill tllt' ('11<1 henl'1il,\' appl'oy('d, 'I'll!' 
ambition of Illl' g'O\'PI'lIl1H'lIt to sl'1tle thr lahor prohlelll Oller 
and for all by indl«·ing "Ih(' voll111tn1'Y immigrntiol1 01' a 
friendly peoplC'." Sl'l'nH'd nbont to 1)(> realize(l, Of :3457 .Japa-
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nese brought into Hawaii in the next three years (1885-1888), 
2431 elected to remain under a second contract, 632 remained 
as free labm'ers, 291 returned to ,Japan, and the remaindet' 
died in the islands. '1'he arrangement was regarded with such 
satisfaction by the ,Japanese government that propositions for 
a convention fixing the conditions of this immigration were 
favorably received. The year 1886 saw the ratification of a 
convention between the Empire of Japan and the Kingdom of 
the Hawaiian Islands. 
Sixty-two thousand .Japanese were brought into the Ha-
waiian .Islands under this convention, twenty-five pel' cent. of 
them being women. As may be inferred from the 'insistent 
demand of the plant(~rs for Chinese laborers, the Japanese 
were not entirely satil';factory. From the outset they were 
difficult to deal with, proving to be restless and self-assertive 
to a degree hitherto unknown in the cane-fields of Hawaii. 
They were, moreover, l'emal'kably clannish, clubbing together 
for the championship of their comlnon interests in a way that 
was distinctly embarrassing. They showed no disposition to 
marry with the Hawaiians and, while readily adopting Ameri-
can dress and ways, cllel'ished II llegiance to their native hmd 
with peculiar tt'naeity. They found their way into the I';killed 
trades even more rapidly than the Chinese. '1'he danger that 
Hawaii might he orientnli7.ed was greater than in the days 
of unstinted Chinese immigration. In fact the fear that the 
Islands would be annexed by .Japan was one of the prime fac-
tors in the demand for annexation to the United States. 
The indnstrial transformation wrought by annexation was 
far more profound than the political. The immediate legis-
lative consequences were the exclusion of Chinese laborers 
and the prohibition of the penal enforCl'ment of labor con-
tracts. The absolute exclusion of the Chinese had been an-
ticipated as had also the prohibition of thc further importa-
tion of contract laborers. TInt it had hCCI1 snppol';ec1 that ex-
isting contracts would hold to the expil'ation of thc stipulated 
terms. Indeed the planters had imported an unusually large 
number of Japanese (H),908 in 1899) in anticipation of prohi-
bition laws. '1'he immediate e11'ect of the marshal'l'; proclama-
tion was an epidemic of strikes. Of the twenty-two strikes 
recorded by the Unitc(l States In bor commissiol1l'I' for 1900, 
twenty were llnderta ken by planta lion laborers, n 11 of them 
Japanese. The caul';es given throw a good deal of light on 
the aspirations of the inscruta hIe .Ta p: "for discharge of ovC'r-
secr, for increase of wag'l's, incl'l'asc of watel' snpply at 
dwellings, paymPllt of dlll1lag'es for injlll'il'1'; rpcpivec1 by an 
employee, and ag'ainst l'pit'ntion of ]1nrl. of wages withheld 
in accordance with originll 1 contracts," "for cancellation of 
contracts," "agailli"t being compplled to work regular hours," 
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"for increase of wages from $17.50 to $26 per month," 
,( for reinstatement of discharged employees," "for em-
ployment of Japanese instead of white overseer," "against 
the task system," "against being compelled to work on 
holidays." 'l'his sudden advent of full-blown trades unionism 
took the planters by surprise. For the moment the laborers 
had the upper ham!. But under the auspiees of the Planters' 
Association a uniform scale of waJ!:es was soon agreed upon by 
which all the managers were to abide. '1'he monthly 'wage for 
field la bor was fixed at $18, $19, and $20, according to the dis-
tance from the nearest town. This advance represents a con-
siderable .increase in cost of production. Rut the conditions 
of immigration are altered. Passage money is now advanced 
by immigration companies, chartered by the Japanese govern-
ment, which exact a bond for repayment from the immigT,mt 
or from his relatives, In case a man absconds the sum deposit-
ed is confiscated to the treasury of the company. The govern-
ment reserves full right to limit the number of laborers who 
may be recruited 11I1d the towns or districts from which they 
may be drawn. 
Much misunderstanding has risen concerning this method 
of meeting the labol' demand ()f the sugar planters. The evil 
reputation of the coolie tJ'ade-·a reputation well-earned in 
Cnba and in the Chil1cha Islands-lHls attacned itself to every 
attempt to transfel' the superabundant population of Asia to 
the lands where theil' labor is in demand. It must be ac-
knowledged that tIle pl'na I enforcement of a lahor contract is 
inconsistent with thr trene! of modern la bOt' legislation. It 
suggests slavery. But how otherwise could the lahoreI', guiIt-
lrss of property and in debt for his passag'r money, se~lll't' 
his master against 1)J'each of contract? The labor contract, 
mOl'eover, ,vas the only practical method of secm'ing labor in a 
country so rem()te fl'om the som'ees of snpply. Laborers could 
be induced to immig'l'ate only by the offer of passage prepaid 
and a guarantee of employment at a living wag-e. Planters 
could not be expected to Il1ret these terms 11nl<'ss they w('r(' 
gnnr:mtre(l against Joss hy a legal elaim on the laborer for a 
definite t(>rm. Finally social secnrity would have been threat-
ened by the importation of alien lahor(>}',s in l111mhers far ex-
ceeding the nntivr POfml:]tion. lmt fcw the fact that these n]('n 
were held upon th\' plantations hy the lahar ohlip:ation. 
At. a citizPlls' Illf'Pling c:tllpcl in lS(i!) to (liscuss the labor 
question the pl'rsicll'nt of 1 h,' Honnl of ImmigTation thus elc'-
fended the g'o\'P!'llmenl :1g-:1inst tlip dl<lr!!1' of heing' "lIlnn-
stealers" and "s1nvel's"': "Y01l cannot In'ing InhorPl's 1](']'(, 
wit.hout first 111 a 1i:in g' n POll iTa ct to pn.v ('('r1:1 in wn .!.!'es :mcl to 
provide fooel and 10c1g'ing,-thrse nre the iJl(lucenH'nts for llll'lH 
to come, and the g-overllment must hold out these inducements 
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or they would not come,-whether Chinese or others. Under 
our laws all are alike. There is nothing like slavery here, all(l 
immigration cannot be made freer than i"t is." In his report 
of 1886, Charles Gulick, president of the Board, summing up 
a comprehensive review of the immigration policy of the Ha-
waiian government, asserts: "r1'he coolie system known as such 
has never existed here. r1'he only law between employer and 
employee is the Mastel' and Servant Law, than which none is 
milder or more equitable, requiring as it does the specific ful-
iillment of contracts. r1'he law protects the laborer in all his 
rights, and affords no more protection to employers in theirs." 
Contract labor as practiced in the Hawaiian Islands was 
fully justified by the peculiar social and industrial conditions 
there prevailing'. As aclministcred by the Board of Immigra-
tion, the system was calculated to advance the interests of the 
laborers quite as mnch as those of the planters. r1'hat it has 
done so is evident from the property statistics of the twelfth 
census. rrhe valuc of the farm lands in which Chinese are in-
tereste(l as owners, part owner, managers, cash-tenants, or 
share tenants is *2,700,335. The Japanese have had less time 
in which to acquire pl'operty, but their intel'est is estimated 
at *438,020. r1'he Chinese residents in the Hawaiian Islands 
pay taxes on *2,205,339 of personal property, the Japanese on 
*177,307. It ·would· not be difficult to prove that for the orien-
tal laborer the labor contract has been the highroad to for-
tune. 
'1.'he importation of thousands of orientals under a semi-
servile labor contract had, however, a discouraging efIect on 
free immigration. In so far the Hawaiian labor system is 
quite comparable to the slave labor system of our southern 
states. This tendency has been recognized and deplored by all 
publIe spirit~d citizens of the islands. In a memorial ad-
dressed to the Hawaiian Commission in 1898 this attitude 
is stated as follows: '''l'he evils of the penal contract system 
and its tendency to depreciate the standard of labor as an 
honorable calling have been recognized and appreciated by 
the great bulk of the intelligent people of Hawaii, and it is 
almost entirely fallen into disuse, except with relation to th~ 
newly imported immigrants and the securing of the advances 
made to and on account of them. So great has been this ten-
dency that the cellSUS of 1896 shows that of approximately 
35,000 laborers only approximately 10,000 were working' under 
contract and these almost exclusively under contracts made 
abroad." 
Much might he said in favor of the labor contract as a 
wholesome regulator of immigmtioll. 'rhe Ilormal demand for 
labO!' so expressed is 11 saft'r stimulant than the specious prom- . 
ises made by steamship and railroad ageuts. Under a wise 
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and efficient administrati6n such as characterized the Hawai-
ian Islands and still obtains in British Guiana and the Strait 
Settlements, the misfits result.ing from voluntary and unre-
stricted immigration have been largely avoided. The insu-
perable objections to the labor contract, appreciated to the 
full by the defendants of the system, is the difficulty of en-
forcement. How can the courts compel a man who has no 
property but his bodily energies to fulfill his contract and so 
meet the money obligations incurred in transportation? Ob-
viously he has nothing to forfrit but this freedom. But is not 
penal enforcement inconsistent with personal liberty? '1'his 
dilemma has been fully treated in two important meetings of 
. the Hawaiian supreme court. In the case of John H. \\Tood 
vs. Afo-(alias Oheong' San (~uong), 1873, the court affirmed: 
"This statute (the l\Iasler and Servants Act) was enacted, of course, 
in reference to the business of the country. 'rhe production of the 
country must be gathered an!1 secure!1, or manufactured when secured, 
:tnc1 if neglected they !1eteriorate and are essentially damagec1, and the 
law in question is designed to prevent persons from wilfully violating 
their contracts and doing damage to their employers. It is, in degree, 
as essential to the sugar planter that his employees should remain with 
him to perform the sen'ire as agreed upon ,hiring the crop, as it is for 
the seamen to remain on the ship during the voyage. A sugar plantation 
encounters as many adverse win!1s as a vessel, and is quite as likely to be 
endangerc(! in crop time as vessel is on a lee shore, when all hands are 
required. In many countries where labor is plenty and heavy advances 
are not necessary to procure laborer~, this law is not necessary. But the 
legislature, in jl1eir wisdom, passed the law as applicable to the condition 
of affll.irs here. 
nut it is conten!1ed that it is in rcstraint of one's liberty,-wlIy more 
so than any other cOlltr:l~t which :t man makes an!1 honestly fulfills9 If 
a mccn:tnic untlertakes to Imil!1 a house, it occupies his time and diverts 
his attention from other pursuits. whi",h, perhaps, he might prefer. Every 
man in public oflice is lUH1er obligation to atten!] to its duties, and it is 
often in restraint of his wishes, but no one thinks that it impairs his 
liberty. The court is of the opinion that it is immoral to fail to fulfill a 
contract without a reason. The man when he makes the contract under-
stands perfectly well its tcrms, anr1 rcceives a!1vantages in advance, and, 
is fully complied lI"ith, hOIl" is his liberty intcrfcrred with? It was optional 
whether he 111:\I]e the contract or not, but whcn he I. as ma!1e it ana re-
. ceivc!1 part payment, it is not true liberty regulate!1 hy law for him to 
aban!10n his oilligations and defraud his employer out of the money ad· 
vanced. But it is sail], bring your aetion for damages. This may be re-
ghr!]ed in moxt cases as mcre mockery. It is to incure a bill of costs 
without the slightest prohahility of receiving the amount awardee!. There 
woul!l be some strenl.(th in the argument if the damages could probably 
be secured, hut the legislature, in their wis!]oJl1, consi,1ercr1 the necessi-
ties of the ousiness done here as \\'(>ll as the condition, 1I10ral and physical, 
of the pcoplc who uS1lally enter into contracts of this character." 
Again in 1891, the' court was called npon to decide npon 
the apparent inconsifitency Iwtwrcn penal enforcement and 
personal liherty. l\[i0i'hi. a ,Japanpse 111ldl'1' contract to the 
Board of Immigration and assigned to the Hila Sugar Oom-
~I 
il 
Ii 
n 
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pany, sued for exemption on the ground that the contract was 
a violation of the Constitution, since he wa·s unwilling to 
serve, and Article Xl of the Constitution of 1864 and 1887 pro-
hibit "involuntary servitude." 'rhe judges ruled that the con-
tract was constitutional. ,. Article XI was enacted while the 
Mastel' and Servants Act was in full force, hence it could not 
have contemplated contracts to labor voluntarily undertaken. 
A fair and honest contract to work for another, willingly and 
freely made with a knowledge of the circumstances, cannot 
be said to have created a condition of involuntary servitude. 
'rhe contract which creates the state or condition of service, 
if it is voluntary when made and the conditions and circum-
stances remain unchanged, except that the mind of the one 
who serves is now unwilling to fulfill it, is it not by that 
fact changeel into a contract of involuntary servitude forbid-
den by law. If the contract is lawful and constitutional in 
its inception, it does not become illegal or unconstitutional at 
the option of the pmties." 
Quite in accordance with this ruling, is the Act of the Leg-
islature of 1892 re-enforcing the penalties for desertion from 
service. If the servaut refused to serve he was to be impris-
oned until he consented. If he returned but again deserted, 
he could be fined not exceeding five dollars for the first of-
fence and uot exceeding ten dollars for the second offence, 
and in default in paynl(>lIt of the fine be imprisoned at hard 
labor until payment. For every subseqent offence he might 
be imprisoned at hard labot· 110t exceeding' three months and 
he mnst then serve the remainder of his original term. 
By annexation to the United States, Hawaiian institutions 
were brought under direct control of a people accustomed to 
express their notions of individual liberty in legislation. 
Doubth'ss ignorance and prejudice were mingled in the popular 
discussion of the terms on which the islands should be-
come an integral part of our government; but the dellunciation 
of contract lahor had its origin in the conviction that the 
penal enforcement of a personal obligation is inconsistent 
with democracy, that it hrlongs not to the fnture hut to the 
past, that it mnst go the ,vay of those other forms of forced 
labor slavery and serf(lom. The history of labor systems in 
America gOL'S far to jllf;jjfy this point of view. Indentured 
servants ceased to lw hroug-ht into thL' Atlantic colonie:.; before 
the close of the eighteenth century. African slaves heeame 
the In bor relinnce of the Southern Sbttes while the North se-
cured an adequate supply of free labor by immigrat.ion. Slavery 
was abolished in 18G3. '1'he coolie trade was prohibit.ed umlet' 
hea vy pCIIaltil's in 186J. The i1l1])ol"ta t.ion of contract la borers 
was rendC'l"rd illrgal h~' the 111W of 1885, a11<l all engagenwllts 
made in advance of landing in this conlltry 'were declared void. 
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A similar tendency is evident in European legislation. In 
England, desertion of service on the part of artisans and ser-
vants in husbandry was treated as a crime for centuries, and a 
long series of statutes from 23 Edward III to 4 George IV 
prescribed penalties of medieval severity. As late as 1866 thc 
servant refusing to labor till the end of his term might be im-
prisoned at hard labor in a house of correction or suffer abate-
ment of wages, as the magistrate might direct. But the mas-
ter's right of penal enforcement was destined to give way 
before the people's demand for personal liberty. The year 
that gave the suffrage to the ten-pound householder witnessed 
an important modification of the Master and Servants Act. 
In accordance with the recommendations of a select commit-
tee of the House of Commons (1867) a fine was substituted for 
imprisonment as a penalty for non-performance except where 
injury to the master's person or property could be proved. In 
]875 a royal commission made an exhaustive report on the 
vexed question of the enforcement of labor contracts. For the 
Master and Servants Act was then substituted the Employers 
and Workmen Act, by which the laborer was permitted to give 
security for due performance in lieu of paying a fine. Germany 
was the last of the continental states to surrender the prin-
ciple of penal enforcement. '1'he Prussian law of 1869 abol-
ished the right of compulsion. No German laborer may to-
day be forced to resnme his service, though he may be sen-
tenced to pay a fine for damage wrought. Soldiers are not af-
fected by this emancipating legislation, and the seaman's con-
tract, even in the merchant marine, may still be penally en-
forced in every European port. 
The seamen's union of the United States has waged long 
and bitter war against this last stronghold of compulsory ser-
vice. Their contention has becn earri_ed to the highest tribu-
nals of the land with discouraging result. As late as 1896 
the majority of the justices in the Supreme Court sustained the 
Shipping Law. (Robertson vs. Baldwin, January 25, 1896). 
The petitioners had sued out a writ of habeas corpus by way 
of protest against forcible detention on board ship as contrary 
to the thirteenth amendment. The court affirmed the consti-
tutionality of the penal enforcement of the contract: 
Tho prohibition of slan~I'Y in the> thirteenth amen(1J11ent is well known 
to have been a(10pte(1 with reference to a state of affairs which h:u1 ex-
isted in certain states of the Union since the foundatIOn of the govern-
ment, while the :u1clition of the wo1"(1s "involuntary servitude ,-, were 
said in Slaughter-house cases (1873) to have been intended to cover the 
system of Mexican peonage an(1 the Chinese coolie tl':u1e, the practical 
operation of whi(-h might have been the revival of the institution of 
slavery 11l1(1er a different and less offensive name. It is c1ear, however, 
that the amendment was !lot illtende(l to introduce any novel doctrine 
with respect to eertain deseriptions of serviee which have always been 
treated as exceptional, such as military and naval enlistments. 
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The question whether Sections 4598 and 4599 (the penal sections of the 
Shipping Act) conflict with the thirteenth amendment forbidding slavery 
and involuntary servitude, depends upon the construction to bc given t.9 
the word" servitude." Docs th.e epithet" involuutary" attach to the 
word" servitude" continuously, amI make illegal any service which be-
comes involuntary at any time during its existence~ or does it attach 
only at the inception of the servitude, and characterize it as unlawful 
because unlawfully entered into? If the former be the true construction, 
then no one, not evcn a soldier, sailor, or apprentice can surrender his 
liberty, even for a day; and the soldier may desert his regiment upon the 
eve of battle, or the sailor abandon his ship at any intermediate port or 
landing, or even in a storm at sea, provided only he can find means of es-
caping to another vessel. If the lUtter, then an individual may, for a 
valuabJe consideration, for a c1efinite tillie, and for a recognized purpose, 
contract for the Burrender of his personal liberty and sllbol'llin.ate his 
going and coming to the will of another during the continuance of the 
contract. 
Justice Harlan dissented: "Slavery exists wherever the 
law recognizes a right of property in a human being; but 
slavery cannot exist in any form within the United States. 
The thirtee11th amendment uprooted slavery as it once ex-
isted in this country and destroyed all of its badges and in-
cidents. It established freedom for all." 
The opinion of Justice Harlan was destined to prevail. On 
December 21, 1898, Congress passed an amendment to the 
Shipping Aet which provided that in case of ue";crtion from 
an American vessel in ports of the United States, and its de-
pendencies, or in ports of Canada, Newfoundland, the West 
Indies, and Mexico, the seaman or apprentice so deserting 
should forfeit all effects left on board and all wages due him. 
Deserters from an American vessel in a foreign port may suf-
fer the further penalty of three months' imprisonment. But 
in the ports of the United States, her neighbors and depend-
encies, the ship-masters' rights of bo(lily compUlsion is finally 
abolished. 
From the foregoing sketch of the tendencies in recent legis-
lation, one must conclude that penal enforcement, the essen-
tial condition of contract labor, is an anachronism in the 
modern industrial order and destined everywhere to be su-
perseded by a higher labor type. Conditions in Hawaii are 
peculiar in that the abolition of the penal contract was not 
demanded by the coolieI'> or by the planters, but was im-
posed by the Unite.l States government HI'> a condition of 
annexation. Public opinion in the United 8tat<.'s demanded 
that the laborer in Hawaii should be IlS free as the laborer at 
home. Americans could !lot comprehend that in a tropic coun-
try worked by oriental labor the wage I'>Yl'>trm might be an 
anachronism. 
The yearl'> immediately following- the aholition of eontl'Hct 
labor were full of difficulty for the Hawaiian l'>ug-al'-plantl'l·s. 
In 1895, the labor commissioll, rcpoJ·ting on the problems the11 
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besetting the employer of labor, declared the wage relation a 
failure. "It is generally conceded by planters, in these islands 
and elsewhere, that the system of wage-paying is the least sat-
isfactory of any oI the forms oI labor employment, because as 
the wages are the same, it does not stimulate the ambition of 
the laborer, and, indeed, tends to reduce the amount of labor 
furnished by each laborer to the product of the least efficient 
and most thriftless." '1'his is especially true in the case of 
Japanese laborers, no,v seventy per cent. of the total labor 
supply. As a race these laborers are restless, ambitious, and 
eager for change. In marked contrast to the patient, indus-
trious Chinaman, the ,Japanese is quick to take offense, ready 
with his fists and altogether a difficult and unreliable em-
ployee. Under no pecuniary bond to his employer and at-
tached to the plan ta tion by no sense of loyalty or self-interest, 
he requires constant oversight. 
The old-fashioned planter has fallen into despair. '1'he 
more progressive men have hit upon a device that promises 
well. '1'his is a form of rental similar to farming on shares, 
except that the lease is taken up not by an individual farmer 
but by a company of laborers. The planter fmnishes land, 
seed-cane, watel', fertilizer, and tools, and performs such por-
tions of the work as require expensive machinery, such as 
plowing, furrowing and hauling the cane to mill. He also 
provides house, garden, and fuel to each laborer's family and 
advances him ten daUars pel' month to\vards living expenses, 
A field of from fifty to one hundred acres is rented to a "con-
tract company" of a dozen 01' more men. Under a head-man 
of their own choosing, the co-laborers weed, irrigate, and fer-
tilize the field and strip and finally cut the cane and load it 
for transportation. The cane is weighed as it leaves the field 
or, when practical, reckoning is kept at the mill of the raw 
sugar produced from the crop in question, and each company 
is paid for its product at the rate stipulated in the contracts. 
This piece-price varies with the market price of sugar. '1'wo 
dollars per ton of calle 01' scyen dollars. pel' ton of' sugar is the 
present rate, approximately one-seventh of the total value of 
the crop. 
'1'he purchase system "'as in the expl'riml'ntal stage when 
the labor commission made the report above quoted. At that 
time the method had been tril'r: 011 some eight plantations 
with varying degrees of success. Only foul' mallHg-ers gave it 
unhesitating al1pJ'ova 1. 'l'o-da~' the pnrehase system is qnite 
the usual method of dealing 'with ,Japanese lahorers, since it 
is a relation that brings ont their best qualities. '1'he "con·· 
tract company" at its best is a lahor-g:uild, associated in the 
bond of a common interest. The jealous attention given to 
their cultivation of a crop shows in marked contrast to the 
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perfunctory performance of hired laborers. The company men 
irrigate with careful attention to the quality of the soil, beg-
ging for more fertilizcr than has been allotted them, stealing 
it from the warehouse in casc of necessity. They go to the 
fields in advance of the day-laborers and stay after hours, 
weeding or stripping or guarding' against fire. The result, 
under the same conditions of soil and water supply is a yield 
greater by one-fourth or one-fifth than the crop produced by 
the labor gang supervised by a luna. 1.'he planter reaps an 
enhanced profit, and the earning's of the men are twenty-five 
per cent. more than they would receive as wage laborers. There 
is indeed good reason to hope that the purchase system will 
prove the ultimate solution of the labor problems in the Ha-
waiian Islands. 
THE SUCCESS OF MECHANICAL FILTRATION BY 
lviEANS OF THE STANDARD SAND FILTER. 
A full exhaustive and quick crystallization can only take 
plaICe if the sugar cry>!tnls in the boiling or cooling down 
masse-cllites come cont.innously into close contact with the 
mother-liquor. This fundamental principle all which all 
mOdeI'll systems of cr;vstallization are based can only be com-
plied wit.h if Mr. Geo. St.ade's rule (vide Illtel'tlational Sugar 
Journal, Vol. 5, No.5]) "that good sugar can only be made 
out of clean filtered concentrated juice" is followed, i. e., jf 
an effective meehanical filtration over Sand takes place. 
Experimentfl just made and published (vide ,Journal d. f. 
d. s., Vol. 44, No. 24) gave the following figures: 
QUlllity or Masse-Cuite Hours of crystau,:zation per 100 Ma,~se-Cuite 
boiled down required fOr exhaustion 
1. Without any tiltl';! tion.. 145 
II. With partial 'bad filtration 125 
III. With perfect filtration 
yield in Sugar 
:i5,36;{, 
38.77 " 
over Sand ............ 99 42.94 " 
a. 'rhis indicates that the Stanc1an1 SanL1 li'ilter saves: 
:l of the time rcqnir('(1 fOI' complde er,Ystnllization ('qual to 
·h of ·the mixing-cooll'l'- (crystall iz('l') capacity l'l'([uirec1 for 
crystallization pm'pOSt's. 
b. From ahove ]'rsnlt follows fllJ'thel' t11P important fact 
of an increased yield of OV(·1' 7·~~{ 111 sug-:tr hom m<1ssc-cllitefl. 
GEORm~ ST~\DE. 
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PROVISIONAL METHODS OF THE HAWAllAN SUGAR 
CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION, ADOPTED 
OCTOBER, 1903. 
Provisional Methods of Analysis adopted, and Recommen-
dations approved, by the Hawaiian Sugar Chemists' Associa-
tion, at the annual meeting, October 26 and 27, 1903. 
To the iVI eJ/lbers of tlze 'H a.''imiiall Sugar Clzelllists' Association: 
The methods of analysis adopted as provisional at the an-
nual meeting, October 26 and 27, 1003, as well as general rec-
ommendations approved, were placed in the hands of the Ex-
p.cutive Committee for compilation and editing; and as a result 
of this work the :Executive Committee submits the following, 
feeling sure that the methods, while in no way perfect, are a 
distinct advance over t.hose proposed before. 
BASIS OF CALCULA trION. 
The amount of SI1('ros(, coming- to the mill in the cane is to 
he nsed as the basis of caleulation; and this amount is found 
fr'olll the weight of the cane and nIP per (:ent. sucrose in the 
cane calculated hy the following fonnula: 
;( Sucrose Xorlllal Juice (100-F.) 
.r;{ Sucrose in Cane·· --------------
100 
where F is the fibrC' in t,he cane. 
NORMAL JUICE. 
Normal juice is the actual caui' juice, and its composition is 
to be found as follows: 
Density. The density of the Honnal juice is found by aver· 
aging the dl'lIsity of the juice'S from tile differPllt sets of rollers 
wllt'll 110 waler is mwd for mac('\·atioll. Su(:h a test should 
be made once a week, and the factor 
IJc>nsity mixed juiceX100 
])('nsily 1st .Juice 
used for daily ea len la tioll. 
Purity. 'I'll(' pmity of (,lie normal jllh'e is found by (lYCI" 
ag-ing- the I)l1\'Uy of till' mlx('d jniel' with that of the residual 
jnic(' in the hag·a;;~H·. Thc· pllI·it.'" of till' r('~id\lal juice should 
1w dptpI'miIlP(l in o\\(' S:lIllpl(' of hag-asi'e e:\(·Il day, as dil'cded 
nnder hag-asst'. '1'he pm'ity of (he normal jnice is expressed: 
ExtI'.XPurityl\Iixed .Juice+(100-Extr.) Purity Residual Juice 
100 
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Sucrose. The sucrose in the normal juice is expressed: 
Brix. Nor. J X Purity Nor. J. 
100 
An example of these caleulations lUay be taken as follows: 
Extraction assumed, 94.5. P1ll'ity of ndxed juice, 86. Purity of 
rEsidual juice, 5!!. Dpnsity of 1st juice, 18. Density of mixed 
j uiee, without mHcera tioll, fuund to be !Hl.R;t of density of 1st 
juice. 
From these figlUes we tind Density of NOl'mal Juice= 
lS X nf).2 
-----=17.8(; 
100 
l'uritv of N a rIll a I J like is found to be 
n4.5 X 86 + 5.5 X 59 
84.G; and from these the SUCl'ose 
100 
in the N orIllal J nice is found to be 
8-1.5 X 17 .~(; 
15.09 
100 
It ,,"ill be noted that an assumed extraction enters into these 
calculations; bnt it will be found by making the calculations, 
llfling ditrerent nSRUllll'd l'xlraetiolH;, that the di1'fel'ence in the 
final rpsult is im;ignUic!lIlt, 110 mattel' what the extraction is 
assumed within the limits of ordinary ""01"1;:. 
CANE. 
Fibre only is I-a he detf'l"lIli]l('d in the cane, and smnples 
should he takc·n at l(>ast t\\'i('(~ n "'(>pl;:. 
Rnmph'R should IlP takC>1l hy ('ulting" ('qual lpngths from tIle 
top, lIli(1<lle Hll(l hottom, ('utl ill~ lllid,,"ay lwhvc>en the joints, 
and this portion clividc>c1 into fOUl" eqnal parts by quartering, 
O]J(> ]lad lwin~ takell foJ' aualysis. rnIP sample should be so 
t n kpn tha t the POl"tiOIl I'Psel"Yl'<1 fOJ" a un lysi s is 11 bou t 500 
g:]'ams. 
The whole :-ample of (~alle is fil':';t weighed, then finely cut 
:1Il(1 1"],l'ai('d wilh ('old \\'a I!']' I'm' two ,hollrs, ("hanging the 
wat!']' (',"('ry half hOIlI'; OJ', if jI]'P\""]']'('(I, 111al'ing ill(> sample 
ill a li]H'll 1HI~ :1n(l I]"(:li iug wilh ]'llllnill~ wah'r for the same 
length of time. It is tl\('n to 1w di:.:,cstl'tl with water at 60° to 
70° C, for one hOIlI', <"1lHll~ill ~ Ihe wa tpl' pyery fifteen min-
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utes; then with boiling water for one hour, changing every 
fifteen minutes, and dried to constant weiglht at 10Uo C, 
In determining the iibr'e in the eane, the amount of field 
tmsh weighed with the (',me should be deterlllined' once ;t 
day on one a.yerage e:11'; the a mount of fibre determined, and 
this added, JH'O rata, to the alllount of fibre found in the sam-
ple of clean cane, 
JUICE, 
Juice samplcs should be taken contiuuollf;ly by SOlllC auto-
matie sampling deYiee, and r'un into a container containing a 
sntlieient quantity of either mer'emic chloride or formalin, 
'f.he density should be taken with a Hrix spindle graduated at 
~71° C,' and ('ol'l'edion made for t(>mperatul'e, Before taking 
the density the juke should he frepd fr'oIll ail', particles of 
trash removed from the top and sand or dirt allowed to settle, 
For the (]ptpl'lllinaHoll of 811<'r'OSe, the jni('e may be either' 
w~ighed or lllPusnred, using' 100 c, e, 01' double the normaJ 
,,·eig·ht as Jlll'asul'f'd in a Sllcrosp pipette, No more acetate of 
Jr·ad SllOUld be uspcl than is sullie-it'nt to pffeet cla.rification, . 
,1 Gi('e sam pIps should l)l' analyzed at least every six hours, 
BAGASSE, 
Bagasse shonld he sampled at thp ('ani('J', thp ,,-hole amount 
[mill Olll' I'lat lwinp: 1":1];:(,11, w(·ll mixed, alld placed in a close 
('ContainPI', R,lI11plps should he taken at least eypry six hours 
:!!l(l nnalyzl'd s<'par-atdy, 
RU('J'oS(' ill Bng<lss(', FiHy gl'allls arc takcn, placed in a 
tarecl litl'e flask, 450 c. c. wateJ' aclrled, the solution made 
sliglItly alkalillP with;) p, (', of a ;-;~{ solution of sodium car-
1l0nai"c, the f1:U:',h ('onJlPd('(l with a ,"prHeal ('ondp'nser and 
hoil!'d slmdy fO!' OIlC hOlll', .\ £tel' pooling, thc flask and con-
tl'nts :1J'(' ,,'pighl·d. the diffll;:e(] lifjllOI' stl'ainpd, !)f) c, c, placed 
ill n 1 nn (', (', fln<;],:, d:u'ifi('d with :t few drops of acetate of 
lpad. tilil'J'('d :1Il(1 pol:lI'izP(l. '1'hp JlolarifwojlP rca ding, diyidcc] 
hy :U~, gi,'C's Jl(,J' ('(,ilL SIII'I'OI'(' ill c1ifTuR('d IirplOr, OI'aJIIS of 
cl.!tl'm'C'c1 liqllol' fillies ]I(,J' ('('nt. of SIl('J'OSC ill diffnspd liquol'= 
GI':1J1lS SII('I'08(, in diffused liqllor; and 
nrallJs SIlC'I'OS(, ill difTns('c1 liqnor >< 100 
;{ Sucrose JJ1 bagasse 
POI' ('xa 111]111': 
BagnSR(~ lJ~;pd, iiO grams, Baga;;s(' ('ontains fj2~{ filH'C', 
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Flask + Bag·asse + \Vatcr,., ... , .62G grus 
Flask . . .. ,." .. , .... '.',., ...... 126 grus 
Bagasse + Diffused Liquor. , ...... 500 " 
Filll'e in bagasse ' ....... , ... , . . . .. 26 " 
T)iqnsed iiquor ................... 474 " 
and for 100 gms. bagasse we have diffused liqnor 948 grus. 
If polariscope reading is 1. 0 , we lla ve l6 ::;ucrose in diffused 
lilluor = O.2U3 and 
!),18 X O,2G:3 
-·-----=~:!AU Y sucrose in bagasse. 
100 
Density of Residual .Juice, The d<'>l1sity of the residual 
jnief' iII the bag-asse is found by eaI'I',Yin~ out the diffusion out-
lineu aboYl', without the addition of sodium cm'bonate, de-
termining th<.> density of the eli ffused liquor with a pylmom-
eter, and ii.nc1ing the Brix COl'l'l:sponc1ing- to the specific grav-
ily. For installl'p, if in the example gin'It aboyc the S. G. 
is founu to be 1.0028, tids eOl'l'psponds to Bl'ix .5U4, and the 
~~l'ix of the residual juice will be 
.5G4 X !)-18 
------=5,:34 
100 
PIII'ity of residual juiee is then l'xpl'cssed: 
i~ Suel'os(' in lli[Tust'd liquor X 100 
Hrix difTlHw<l liquor 
Fo\' moistul'C' in bagasse a portion should be dried to eon-
slant weight at 100 0 C. 
EXTRACTTON, 
By I'Xt 1':1<'t i 011 is III I'll a t 1 h(' P('J'{'PIl iag(' of 1'11('1'08(' in t,h(' 
(:1.11<' Wilil'h is ohtnilH'd in ill(' mix('cl .ini('l'. \Yhpll the terlll 
l'xtl':lction is uSNl ill :1m' nthl'l' SI'IlSI'. it s1lo11l(1 1)(' ~n ddilll'ti. 
nayill~ the ~: 81HTose 'ill th(' ('allp hom the formula: 
'/ RIlCI'08(' ill XOl'Illal .Tniel' (100-F) 
~; 811 ('I'OS(' ill ('Hnp=-----
100 
alld t1l0 ~{ SlH'I'OSI' in ill<' llIix(,ll jnil'p hy nnnlysis, the CHknIa-
linn of ('xtl'[letion is simple, l)l'ill~ PXlll'psspd: 
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ib Sucrose in mixed juice X Wt. of mixed juice X 100 
ib Sucrose in cane X Wt. of cane 
n'hcr'e it is not possible to weiglh the cane, this weight may 
be calculated from the sucrose in the mixed juice and the ib 
sucr'ose extraded pel' 100 ca.ne. . 
Below is an example full enough to need no explanation: 
:Normal juice Density Brix ...... ~ ..................... 18.58 
Mixed Juice Density Brix .................... , ... , .... 16.76 
Sucrose .. . ............................. 15.71. 
Pul'ity .. . .............................. 93.70 
Hesidual Juice Purity ................................ 78. 
Extraction assumed .................................. 93. 
Cane ;t fibre ......................................... 11.5 
Bagasse-Sucrose.. ................................. 4.14 
l\Ioistul'e .. . ................................ 46.36 
PurHy of cane juice (normal juice) 
(!)3.7 X !)3 + (78 X 7) 
---- - ....................... 92.6 
100 
SU('J'ose ,if. normal juice 
1 ~.58 X !)2.G 
------ =.:..: ..•..•.•.• 0 •••••••••••• 0 ••••••• 17.21 
100 
SU(,l'ose tj cane 
17.21. X (100-11.5) 
100 
SOlllhlp solids ~( bagasse 
-1.14 X ]00 
-----= 
78 
- ......................... 15.23 
5.31 
Im;olnhle solids if hag-asse 
] 00-( 4(j.~:(j + ii.:n) = .......................... 48.~3 
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Bagasse % cane 
11.5 X 100 
---- - ................................. 23.79 
48.33 
Sucrose in bagasse ;t cane 
23.79 X 4.14 
100 
Extraction ;t cane 
.985 
15.232- .985 = .............................. 14.245 
Extraction % sucrose in cane 
(15.23-.985) X 100 
------- - .......................... 93.53 
15.23 
Juice lbs ....................................... 5364500 
Sucrose in juice lbs. 
5364500 X 15.71 
----.---- - .......................... 842762 
100 
Sucrose in cane lbs. 
842762 X 100 
._---- ........................... . 901060 
93.53 
Cane lbs. 
9010GO X 100 
-- ............................ 5916349 
15.23 
WASTE MOLASSES.· 
Total Solids. The total solids in molasses are to be deter-
mined in the following manner: Ahout two grams of filter 
paper are crumpled or coiled, tied with thin wire, and dried. 
This is weighed in a tared test tube 5 in. x 1 in. The paper is 
then removed and about two grams of molasses are weighed 
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in the tube ~nd mixed with 2 c. c. of hot water. 'l'he paper is re-
placed evenly in the tube and absorbs the whole of the liquid. 
The tube is then stoppered with a doubly perforated stopper, 
placed in a water bat.h, and the water kept boiling for 2-} 
hours, a slow current of air, dried over calcium chloride or 
sulphuric acid, being drawn through the tube. The tube is 
weighed after cooling and t.he loss stated as water, the differ-
ence between the weight of molasses taken and the weight of 
water stated as total solids. 
Aliquot samples should be taken daily and the total solids 
determined in the accumulated samples once a week. 
For daily reports the solids may be determined by dilution 
and spindling, diluting the molasses with its own weight of 
water, using a Brix spindle graduated at 2n° C., correcting 
fo)' temperature, and doubling the reading for the solids in 
the original molasses. 
Sucrose in :l\Tolasses. Sucrose is to be determined by the 
Clerg('t method, using' either neutral acetate of lead or 8nb-
acetate with acetic acid for clarification. 
PRESS CAKE. 
Sncrose in Pr('ss Cake. Take 25 grams of sample, beat to 
a thin paste with hot water, transfer to a 100 c. c. flask, cool, 
add aeetate of leild, then acetie acid to set free any combined 
sucrose, make to volume, filter and polarize, stating the read-
ing as '/ sucrosc. 
Moisture in Press Cake. Thirty grams are dried to con-
stant weight at 100° C. 
'Where it is not possihle io weigh the press cake, one avel'-
[lge cake should be weighed each day and this taken n;; the 
basis of calculation. 
POLARIZATION, GENERAL. 
Clnrification. Neutral [lC0tate of lend or suhacetate with 
[lcetic arid, shollld be nsec1 as the clarifying reagents in prepar-
ing solntions of ,Ill sligar 110ns(' products for polarization. 
Readings. .All solntions shonld be polarized immediately 
after thy nre prPT1arpd. A numher of polariscope readings 
should he taken for each tnbe and the mean taken as the 
true polariziltion. 
Quartz Plntes. Quartz plates used for control should ho 
compared with some standard plate at. a central station. 'fhc 
Dirpctor of the Plaut-rrs' Experimcnt Station has such stan<1-
ai'd pliltes. 
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ENTRAIN i\IENT. 
A continuous sample of the evaporated water should be 
taken and analyzed every six hours. 'l'wo litre8 are evapor-
ated to 100 c. c. and the sucrose determined either hy polar-
ization, or by inversion and determination of the invert sugar 
by Fehling's Solution. 
DILUTION. 
Dilution is to be stated as dilution of the normal juice, as 
follows: 
Brix mixed JuiCe) X 100 
-----------------100 
Brix Normal Juice 
The following resolutions, covering some of the ground 1I0t 
included in the methods outlined above, were passed unani-
mously by the Association: 
"Resolved, 'rhat it is the sense of this Association that in 
view of the misleading results of glucose determinations in 
sugar h011se work, and the great amount of time necessary for 
t.his work, time which might more profitably be employed in 
doing more necessary work, that glucose determinations b(: 
not included in the scheme of sugar house control." 
Similar resolut.ions were passed, covering ash, a~~dit.v and 
alkalinity determinations, with the provision that special ill-
vestigations be conducted by a committee, with respect to their 
value. 
In the matter of exchange of reports hetween plantations, 
it was the opinion of the Association that weekly and not 
daily reports should be used in snch exchange. 
It is of the utmost importance, if chemical control of sugar 
house work is to have even an approach to accuracy, if actual 
losses are to be determined, ,and so-called undetet'mined losses 
eliminated, that the juice coming to thl' boiling house should 
be actually weighed; and members of tlw Association are 
urged to use all means in their power to effect the necessary 
equipment to accomplish this. (Signed) 
P. A. O. l\fESSCHAERT, 
HORACE ,JOHNSON, 
K C. SHOREY, 
W. 'McQUAID, 
F. E. GREENFIELD, 
C. C. KRUl\1BUAAH, 
'1'. F. SANBORN, 
C. F. ECKAR'1', 
Executive Committ2e. 
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Honolulu, 31st Dec., 1 ~)03. 
To the Editor Hawaiian Planters' Monthly, 
Dear Sir: 
rrhe George M. Newhall Engineering Co., Ltd., Philadelphia, 
has lately sent some illustrated circulars to a number of peo-
ple in Honolulu interested in our sugar industry. These circu-
lars show evaporators, vacuum pans, centrifugals, etc., of that 
company's make, and include a photograph of the sugar fac-
tory of the Francisco Sugar Co. at Guayabal, Cuba. It may 
interest our friends in Hawaii to know that this modern fac-
tory was originally designed by the Honolulu Iron Works Co. 
for the 1\'[cBl.'yde Sugar Co. under a contract for the furnishing 
of this entire factory erected on their estate on Kauai. When 
in the spring of 1900, the American Sugar Co. determined to 
discontinue the development of their estate on Molokai, the 
new factory they had ordered from :Mr. O. B. Stillman had 
just arrived, and as it was offered for sale on advantageous 
terms, the McBryde Sugar Co. decided to purchase it and to 
cancel the above contract. 
The writer, who was then in New York, was therefore 
intructed to dispose of the steel buildings, by that time 
party completed in the works of l\Iessrs. i.\liliken Bros .. 
New York. This he succeeded in doing in September of 
that year to Mr. M. Rionda, Vice-President of the Franeisco 
Sugar Co., Cuba, and furnished at the same time the general 
arrangement drawings and specifications for the complete 
machinery installations in the factory, which was finally erect-
ed at Guaya hal by thc George 1\[, Ne,yha 11 Engineering' Co., 
Ltd. It has been a grcat satisfaction to the Honolulu Iron 
Works Co. to hear on y;u'ious occasions of the successful work-
ing of this plant, which is almost a duplicate of the Olau factory 
designed and built by them. 
Yours very truly, 
C. HEDEMANN, 
Manager, Honolulu Iron "\¥ol'kf> Co. 
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ABSTRACT OF REPORT RECEIVED FROM THE 
AMERICAN BEET SUGAR CO., OF ECONOMY AND 
CAPACITY TESTS OF THE "STANDARD" AND 
"LILLIE" QUADRUPLE EVAPORATORS AT OX-
NARD SUGAR FACTORY. 
TESTS EVAPORATING APPARATUS. 
Lillie after four 
Standard weeks continuous 
Clean. running. 
Density JUlce entering 
per hour ............. 13.9 Brix. 
Density juice discharged 
per hour ............. 63.9 
Temperature juice enter-
ing Fahr. ............ 1780 
Temperature JUlce dis-
charged Fahr. ........ 1400 
Temperature steam en-
tering Fahr. .......... 233 0 
Quantity juice entering 
pounds per hour. . . . . .. 136,835 
Quantity juice discharg-
ed pounds per hour.. 28,385 
(a) Pounds water evapor-
19.9 Brix. 
63.1 
2400 
'110,065 
31,423 
ated . ............... 108,450 78,642-
Pounds water condensed 
1st effect=steam used. 28,640 19,290 
Temperature water dis-
charged 1st effect. . . . . . 205 0 2040 
(b) B. T. U.'s abstracted 
from steam .......... 28,034,920 18,257,985 
From items (a) and (b) 
we deduce: 
B. T. U.'s used per pound 
of water evaporated .. 258.5 232.16 
Ratios of heat (steam) 
consumed assuming 100 
for the "Lillie". . . . . . . 111.3 100.00 
Notes: (1) The bodies of the "Standard" were lagged with 
non-conducting material, those of the "Lillie" were not. (2) 
·Guaranteed evaporation of the "Lillie" is equivalent to 
the evaporation of 70,045 pounds of water per hour. 
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No account was taken of the heat lost in removing the air and 
incondensible gases from the effects. This loss is much greater 
in the "Standard" than in the "Lillie." (3) The "Standard" 
was worked with the juice running forward while the "Lillie" 
was worked reverse, as indicated by the high temperature 
(198 0 ) of the discharged juice. With the juice entering at as 
high a temperature as 1800 the" Lillie" works more economic-
ally forward than reverse. 
If allowance were made for these three conditions the ratio 
of heat used in the" Standard" would be considerably higher, 
very likely 116 or 118 instead of 111.:3. 
The "Standard" was designed by the Engineers of the 
American Beet Sugar Co. and is a first-class apparatus of its 
kind. 
Thoroughly experienced superintendent and chemist with 10 
years' practice in United States, Europe and Java, desires situ-
ation as Superintendent or Chief Chemist. Can speak French, 
German and a little Spanish. Single, strictly sober. Address 
G. L., care Planters' l\Ionthly. 
